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Room 220 University Center
1. Introduction of members and guests including new
members representing the University System and the
I~?titute for Public Service.
2. UTK, Cumberland Child Care Center - Karen Sterchi,
Director
3. CFW's sponsorship of a woman to the Summer Institute
for Women in Higher Education Administration at Bryn
Mawr in 1987 - (Shall we do it again?)
4. Director of Affirmative Action - Update on Search
Process
5. Update on Networker - Carol Guthrie
6. Other business and annnuncements




Judy Webster called the meeting to order at 12:05 and invited
all attending to introduce themselves. Among those present were
three new members of the Commission from the University System and
Institute for Public Service, Krystyna Ball, Betsy Child and
Charlotte Brooks.
Afterward, Karen Sterchi, Director of the UTK, Cumberland Child Care
Center discussed the program and policy of the new facility,
including the admission policy, curriculuJn and the goals and
philosophy. of the UTK Day Care facility.
Following Sterchi's report, Webster notififed the Commission
that the search for a Director of Affirmative Action had been
completed, and that Chancellor Reese had split the duties of the
Director and selected two of the candidates, Camile Hazeur and Lola
Dodge. Discussion followed
Webster asked the body if the Commission should sponsor another
candidate for the Bryn Mawr Summer Institute for Women in Higher
Education Administration. Discussion followed. Suzanne Kurth moved
that Webster appoint a committee to explore the question of
sponsorship to the, Institute and to investigate the possibility of
the Commission sponsoring or encouraging a program similar to the
Bryn Mawr Institute. The motion was seconded. Susan Kemppainen
moved to amend Kurth1s motion by having the existing CFW Advisory
Committee investigate the issue. Kemppainen's motion was seconded
and passed unanimously by an oral vote.
Kurth asked for an update on the safety situation on campus.
Jerry Askew reported on campus efforts to improve safety since fall
quarter. Among the changes Askew mentioned were additional lighting,
increased van escort services, and educational programs in the dorms.
Discussion followed.
Carol Guthrie updated the commission on the Networker and
reminded all Networker Advisory Committee members to return the
questionnaire concerning the Fall Issue.



























Room 220 University Center
1. Introduction of members and guests
2. UTK, Cumberland Child Care Center report
3. Permanent status for Continuing Parttime Faculty
4. Junior Faculty and the Mentoring Process
5. Faculty Salary Study Committee
6. Administrative Organization of Affirmative Action
7. Meeting with Chancellor Reese - a report and discussion
of plans for his meeting with us on March 5
8. CFW Advisory Committee report on January 27th meeting
re: HERS program at BrYn Mawr
9. CFW Ad Hoc Committee on Programming. Volunteers for
members and chair needed
10. Staff Exempt Study - Business, Planning, and Finance
11. Other business and announcements




Judy Webster called the meeting to order at 12:05 and invited
all attending to introduce themselves.
Webster gave an update on the Day Care Center, which opened on
Monday, February 2, reporting that the 35 positions had not as yet
been filled.
Webster reported on the continuing efforts of Parttime Faculty
members to achieve Permanent Status. In particular, a group of six
women in the English Department had received approval in the School
of Liberal Arts, but had not been given the official rank.
Webster said she will meet with the Provost next week and will
discuss the Junior Faculty Mentoring Process, specifically addressing
the need to include more women in the process.
Webster reported that the 1985-86 Faculty Salary Study report
will be sent out to CFW members. She also announced that the Provost
has appointed an ad hoc committee to study faculty salaries. Webster
will be meeting with Associate Provost Anne Hopkins to learn more
about the committee's goals and objectives.
Webster reported on her meeting with Chancellor Reese in which
she asked about the division of the Director of Affirmative Action's
duties. Chancellor Reese suggested he attend the March 5 CFW meeting
and bring Lola Dodge with him to explore the matter.
Suzanne Kurth commented that the new Affirmative Action
guidelines, particularly the section dealing with sexual harrasment,
were unclear. Webster asked for a volunteer to go through the new
guidelines before the next meeting and compile specific questions for
the Chancellor to address. Juli Stewart agreed to examine at least
part of the document and Webster added she may draft two or three
other committee members to assist Stewart.
Webster reported on the January meeting of the CFW Advisory
Committee. The Committee agreed to sponsor another candidate to the
Bryn Mawr Summer Institute. Webster circulated a draft of a letter
to be sent to all Women Faculty and Administrators which advertises
the position. The Advisory committee will assist Webster in
reviewing the applications and in selecting the candidate. Webster
added that the Advisory Committee also explored the question of
sponsoring women1s programming on campus. The Chancellor told
Webster he was willing to sponsor such programming. Webster asked
for volunteers for an Ad Hoc committee to explore the issue. Jeanette
Jennings agreed to chair the committee. Other members are Suzanne
Kurth, Maxine Thompson, Helen Mays, Wylene Vrba, and Krystyna Sa11.
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Juli stewart reported on the Staff Exempt Study being done in
the Business, Planning and Finance Department the purpose of which is
to explore methods for unifying departmental structure on the U.T.
campus. Marcia Katz asked for an explanation of exempt status and
Charlene Rice provided it.
Suzanne Kurth noted that the new job safety guidelines failed to
depict women in leadership roles and that many university
publications were equally negligent.
Jill Stevens announced that the Women's Coordinating Council was
sponsoring the appearance of Robin Morgan on Monday, February 23.
Morgan will speak in the University Center auditorium at 8 p.m. and
the admission if free.
Wylene Vrba announced two one year positions were open in
Washington, D.C. One is Senior Policy Analyst for the Office of
Science and Technology policy, the other is Science Advisor to
Senator Jim Sasser's office. If anyone is interested in the
positions, they should contact Vrba.






























Room 220, University Center
1. Introduction of members and guests
2. Chancellor Reese and Lola Dodge - comments and questions
3. Linda Burton - Women in Leadership - a report
4. Applications for HERS Program - report
5. Networker - Carol Guthrie
6. Part-time faculty requests for continuing status

















Judy Webster called the meeting to order at 12:05 and invited
all attending to introduce themselves.
Webster introduced Chancellor Reese, who chose to take questions
rather than make a presentation. He introduced Lola Dodge, one of
the new directors of Affirmative Action, and asked her to make some
remarks concerning her new responsibilities. She described her
position as one of making sure the university complies with federal
regulations. She added that her office was located on the 6th floor
of Dunford Hall. The Chancellor explained that Camille Hazeur's
responsibilities begin July 1 and that she will be working in an
advisory capacity to Deans, Directors, and Department He~s. She
will be responsible for programming workshops, seminars, etc. on
Affirmative Action and she will be part of the Chancellor's staff.
Judy Webster told the Chancellor that the CFW was pleased with
the Affirmative Action plan and felt it was an improvement over the
previous plan. Webster and Juli Stewart have read through the plan
and have developed some questions that they would like to submit to
Lola Dodge concerning various topics. Webster invited Dodge to
return to the CFW at a later date to discuss these questions.
Webster told the Chancellor that the CFW was pleased that the
Business, Planning and Finance Division was undertaking a review of
exempt positions and titles. She asked about the likelihood of other
divisions participating. He said that he did not know but he would
check with Homer Fisher.
Suzanne Kurth commented on the campus response to the Fall
quarter rape situation. She commended the administration on the
steps that were taken, but asked if any additional lighting was being
planned. The Chancellor discussed the issue and stated that more
lighting was planned for the future. Kurth suggested that Professor
Donnerstein be invited to speak on campus on the topic of why we have
rape in our society.
The Chancellor stated his support for some kind of program to be
held during Fall Quarter. Webster said a subcommittee chaired by
Jeanette Jennings was working on possible topics and would report at
the April meeting.
Webster announced that she would not be able to continue as
chair of the CFW beyond this year because of taking a new position in
the library as Acting Head of Collection Development. The Chancellor
thanked her for her work. The Commission appointed a nominating
committee to find a new head. Maxine Thompson will chair. Other
members are: Susan Kemppainen, Patricia McClam, Eleanora Overbey,
and Jerry Askew.
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Eleanora Overbey asked whether parttime faculty were eligible
to apply to the Child Care Center. The Chancellor advised her to
have the interested person contact Ed Bennett. Webster said the Day
Care Board1s emphasis had been on fulltime employees because of the
curriculum at the Center.
The Chancellor, Anne Hopkins, and Lola Dodge left the meeting.
Linda Burton reported on the "Women in Leadership Conference ll
to be held Thursday, March 12. She said that space was available for
15 more people.
Webster announced ,that six packets had been sent out for the
HERS Program, but only one application had been returned so far. The
deadline is March 6.
Webster announced the Networker was in the mail to faculty and
staff and that the lead article was on the Cumberland Child Care
Center.
Webster reported that parttime faculty requests for continuing
status had been received in the Provost's office and were awaiting
action.
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1. Introduction of members and guests.
2. Report from Nominating Committee - Maxine Thompson. Discussion.
3. Election of Chair for 1987-88
4. Report from Program Committee - Jeanette Jennings. Discussion.
5. Other business and announcements.




Judy Webster called the meeting to order at 12:05 and invited all
attending to introduce themselves.
Webster introduced Maxine Thompson, chair of the ad hoc committee
appointed to nominate a new commission chair. She noted that all
commission members should have received notification that the election
would be today and passed out biographical information on the two
nominees, Linda Burton and Susan Kemppainen. Martha Lee Osborne wanted
clarification about the nominating procedure, specifically whether
individuals not on the commission were and/or should be considered.
Charlene Rice said that the commission would be best served by a member
who was familiar with the commission and had a perspective on its work.
Jeanette Jennings noted that the chair should be open to anyone who
potentially could serve the commission well, particularly former members.
Thompson asked whether former chairs had been members at the time of
their selection. Susan Kemppainen said historically they were. William
Shurr stated that in the future every chair should normally come from
within the commission membership. Webster noted that there was a
consensus agreement among those present about Shurr1s suggestion.
Osborne asked whether or not there were written operating procedures
dealing with the election process. Webster said there were no commission
by-laws. Thompson distributed ballots to the members and said the person
receiving the most votes would be chair. Osborne asked whether or not
the deadline for nominations could be extended and the election
postponed. Thompson noted that Webster wanted a chair selected by May in
order to smoothly transfer duties. Suzanne Kurth stated she felt this
was a strangely structured election, arguing that the committee had
decided when the election was to be held, not the entire body. As a
matter of process, Kurth added, the commission body as a whole should
officially establish the final nominations and election procedure.
Thompson noted that the commission was notified as to the process and
time of election in a memo. Webster said the election could be
postponed. Kurth asked whether ballots had been made available to
members not attending the meeting. Webster said she had received a call
from a member not able to attend who wanted to cast a ballot in absentia.
The vote would be counted, added Webster.
Krystyna Ball asked whether the commission should vote on the two
candidates or open the floor to more nominating procedures. Most agreed
to nominate more candidates and vote today would be unfair to potential
nominees who might not want to serve. Osborne again noted the need for
operating procedures to govern future elections and asked whether or not
the commission had approved this or any type of election procedure.
Wylene Vrba asked if the commission had charged the nominating committee
to come up with a slate. If that was the charge, then they had performed
the task assigned them by the committee and the election should be held
as scheduled. Shurr moved to accept the nominating committee's slate.
Charlene Rice seconded the motion. Osborne questioned Ithe composition of
the committee since a candidate had served on it. Webster noted that the
candidate had resigned from the committee. There was no more discussion
on the motion. Webster called for a hand vote and the motion passed 16
to 1 with 1 abstention.
Thompson introduced the two candidates and noted the biographical
information sheet about them. Thompson passed out ballots and the
members voted. Thompson and Billiee Pendleton-Parker retired from the
meeting to count the ballots.
Webster introduced Jeannette Jennings, chair of the ad hoc Program
Committee. She distributed a hand out which summarized the findings and
suggestions of the committee and added that the commission should as a
whole decide what kind of goals and objectives it should set for itself
relevant to programming. Kurth noted that the committee felt that some
of their proposals could be done through Camille Hazeur's office. Rice
asked if the recent budget cutbacks would hurt the possibility of
sponsoring women to attend daily, weekly or monthly workshops. Webster
said she did not know, but that some internships were going to be
cutback. Esther Watkins said she was pleased by the commission's
suggestions but added that the commission and its members should support
existing student programs relevant to women, particularly those sponsored
by the Women's Coordinating Council.
Webster noted that an ongoing program committee needed to be formed.
She also said the commission needed to decide whether to sponsor a
workshop in May. Kurth asked whether it would be appropriate to do
anything at this late date. Jennings agreed. Faye Julian noted that the
existing advisory committee had discussed programming in the past and
asked whether or not it was necessary to create a special program
committee. Kurth said the problem with this issue seemed to stem from
the lack of an overall working structure for the committee. Kurth then
moved to form a by-laws committee. Osborne seconded and the motion
passed unanimously. Members of the By-laws Committee are: Martha Lee
Osborne, chair; Suzanne Kurth; Susan Kemppainen; Juli G. Stewart; and
Gina Godfrey. Osborne said the committee will make a preliminary report
before the end of the academic year.
Jennings added that the program committee had not reached a
conclusion about what women were targeted by their list of objectives and
goals. Juli Stewart said their needed to be some form of handout as to
what types of programs were already offered. Burton and Rice noted that
the Personnel Department sends out a catalogue each summer (supplemented
by a quarterly update) with the programs they offer.
Webster reported the findings of the election. Linda Burton was the
winner. The vote count was Burton-ll and Kemppainen-B.
Kurth asked if Webster had received any feedback from the Chancellor
since his March meeting with the commission, particularly in reference to
sexual harassment. Webster said no but that Lola Dodge was in the
process of preparing a letter and handout on the issue. Webster noted
that both she and Dodge wanted to streamline the biweekly EEO employment
report and provide a more understandable summary.
Returning to the issue of sexual harrassment, Kurth said she wanted
to see the committee pursue the issue particularly as it relates to
students. She said she would like to see some type of formal report as
to what student rights are in the matter and also a report dealing with
the rape issue. Stewart said perhaps some type of pamplet could be
written and distributed with our help. Kurth noted that she supported
such efforts, but would like to see us do more than discuss and promote
female restrictive safety. She argued for the need to educate the entire
campus, particularly men, about the issue of rape. Kurth also stresssed
the need to make sure the recent changes.would n~t b~come temporary, but
that constant maintenance programs relatlve to llghtlng and the van
service be encouraged.
Kurth added that she woul d 1ike some wri tten report from Jerry Askew
relative to the issues she raised. Webster asked Kurth to draft a letter
stating her concerns which Webster could use to draft an official request
from the commission to Askew. Kurth agreed to write the letter.
Webster reported that there were three applicants for CFW sponsor-
ship to the HERS Program. The CFW Advisory Committee met and selected a
candidate. Administrative approval was given on April 1. As soon as the
successful candidate has officially accepted, CFW members will be
notified.
Webster provided an update on the parttime faculty who made official
requests to become fulltime. There had been a hold up in the provost's
office, but the Chancellor told Webster he would look into the matter.
Kurth asked if the day care was full. Burton reported that it was.




























Judy Webster called the meeting to order at 12:05 and invited all
attending to introduce themselves.
Webster introduced the Provost, George Wheeler, who addressed the
Commission. Afterward, Wheeler fielded questions from the floor.
Suzanne Kurth asked about pay inequities between men and women employees.
Wheeler said he believed the inequities were not systematic in orfgin,
but evolved from individuals making unfair decisions toward women.
Webster pursued Kurth's question by asking what was being done to achieve
equity. Wheeler stated his department investigates every salary
recommendation and tries to determine if fair and proper standards were
utilized in making the decision. Linda Burton asked who evaluated
salaries. Wheeler responded that his office reviewed every salary
recommendation. Kurth asked what the university was doing to increase
the percentage of women in administrative positions. Wheeler noted that
progre'ss was being made, and that the best way to increase the ranks of
women in administrative positions is to get better and more women into
the pool from which the selection is made. Kurth asked if Wheeler's
department closely monitored the pools. Wheeler said yes and noted that
they have turned down pools as unacceptable when an effort has not been
made to find qualified women and minorities. Webster thanked Wheeler for
attending. Wheeler left the meeting.
Webster reported on her visit to the Cumberland Child Care Center.
While there, she arranged times when members of the Commission could
visit. The times are: Wednesday, May 20 at 10:30 a.m. and 3:00 p.m.;
and Thursday, May 21, at 10:30 a.m. and 3:00 p.m. Webster also passed
around a copy of the Child Care Center's Newsletter.
Webster said it was time to decide whether the Commission wanted to
renew its membership in the Knoxville Women's Center. Jerry Askew moved
to renew membership. His motion was seconded and passed unanimously.
Webster reported that Dr. Nina Elliott, assistant to Vice-Provost
Hardy Liston, has accepted the Commission's sponsorship to the Bryn Mawr
program and, if accepted into the progran, will do a workshop for the
Commission next fall. (Since the meeting, Elliott has been accepted).
Webster commended Suzanne Kurth on her recent progran on "Women in
Academi a" and suggested the progr am be repeated.
Martha Lee Osborne requested that the members of the By-laws
committee who had not returned their schedule do so soon. The committee
will make a report at the June meeting.




























Judy Webster called the meeting to order at 12:05 and invited all
attending to introduce themselves.
Webster introduced Nina Elliott, the Commission's candidate to the
HERS Bryn Mawr program. Elliott announced she had been accepted.
Martha Lee Osborne reported on the work of the By-Laws Committee,
addressing those present to refer to the preliminary draft mailed to
all members. Osborne read through each section of the the draft, noting
the rationale behind the committee's decisions and soliciting comments or
suggestions for amendations. In refernce to the composition of the
Commission, Osborne noted that the committee decided not to specify the
exact proportion of faculty, exempt and nonexempt staff who should be
included because they didn't want to exclude someone who would be willing
to make time to work on the Commi ssion. Jul i Stewart said the commi ttee
felt a smaller number might encourage more discussion. Beverly Sweeney
added that it was flexible to have a limit on the bottom number of
members but not the top. Marcia Katz thought it was good to have a large
number of members to ensure committee work since committees did alot of
the work this year.
In addressing the by-l aw statement on commi ttees, Osborne noted that
the committee had not identified specific committees because it did not
want to restrict future chairs. Discussion moved to the graduate
assistant and Webster moved that a sentence be added making the G.A. a
full voting member. The motion was seconded and passed unanimously. The
issue was raised whether or not the G.A. and chair should be refered to
with the feminine pronoun. The section was amended to remove the
pronouns. Osborne discussed the inclusion of a section on secretarial
support. Osborne noted the potential lack of reliability using only work
studies students and stated that the Commission needed someone whose
first priority was Commission business. Charlene Rice questioned whether
a full-time secretary would be fully utilized. Osborne said that, since
the Women's Studies Program and Commission share the same building, she
and Webster had discussed the possibility of sharing a secretary.
Osborne said a proposal was already included in the budget submitted to
the Dean of Liberal Arts. Wesbster added she felt it was a good idea.
Osborne added that with more secretari~ help it would free the G.A. to
better utilize their ability.
In Section IV, Selection of the Chair, it was decided to delete "of
the" from the sentence ending "shall be determined by a simple majority
(of the) vote. 1I It was noted that Robert's Rules of Order should be
underlined. Linda Burton said that the last sentence of Section V should
read IIAll meetings shall be open to any member of the UT community,"
instead of II ••• of the UTK community.1I The wording of Section VI was
amended. Marcia Katz noted that a quorum needed to be specified.
Webster said that the section on membership did not specify length of
service. Osborne noted the original draft had stated appointments would
be on a three year, rotating basis. It was agreed this should be added.
The question was raised about the appointment of members. Even
though the Chancellor makes the official appointments, it was noted that
he generally follows suggestions and recommendations. Marcia Katz
suggested the Commission regularly draft -a list of potential nominees.
Webster noted that new persons tend to be appointed on the recanmenda-
tions of deans or department heads. Carol Guthrie said she would attach
a revised copy of the by-laws to the minutes along with a note soliciting
suggestions or amendments.
Webster commended Guthrie on the Spring issue of the Networker.
Katz said she had been asked questions by nonexempt staff about the
decision not to make raises above 2.5% and wanted some clarification
about this. She also said this decision seemed to adversely affect a
disproportionate amount of older women. Rice said it was true that the
school was enforcing the maximum rate and it had not been closely adhered
to in the past. She added that out of 2,300 employees on campus, 85-90
were affected by this decision, and only 28% were women.
Katz said she read recently that UTK students thought highly of the
Student Health Services and believed the work of the Commission is linked
to this positive assesment. Webster added she had wanted to invite
someone from Student Health Services to address the group and thought
that might be something to pursue for next year.
Burton thanked Webster for her assistance in making the transition
to Chair. Guthrie commended Webster on her work as chair.
Eleanora Overbey announced that she and the other members of the
English Department had been appointed Continuing Parttime Faculty,
however, there was still some uncertainty about such issues as tenure,
promotion, retirement, etc. There was some confusion about the number of
Continuing Parttime appointments. Nina Elliott stated there were six
such appointments officially titled by the Provost. Faye Julian said
this issue had been discussed by the Faculty Senate and AAUP. Overbey
thanked the Commission for helping implement the process of getting this
status clarified. Webster said that the letter Overbey received and the
faculty handbook together constitute a legal contract. Elliott and
Julian agreed.
























Linda Burton called the meeting to order at 12:05 and invited all
attending to introduce themselves.
Burton gave an update on the Child Care Center and noted that there
were presently 150 children on the Center's waiting list. In meetings
with Jack Reese and Homer Fisher, Burton said she discussed expanding the
capacity of the center. She also discussed salary equity adjustment.
Burton added that Homer Fisher will attend the December CFW meeting.
Burton introduced Camille Hazeur, the new director of Affirmative
Action, who reported on the status of the Affirmative Action office and
discussed both her and Lola Dodge's duties. As director of Affirmative
Action compliance, Dodge will monitor search procedures in a method
decided on by the AA office. Dodge will provide data for search
committees about the underutilization and statewide availability of women
and minorities. Dodge also will make sure the school and search
committees stay within the guidelines of the UT Affirmative Action plan.
Dodge will also compile the statistical information relative to the
searches.
Among her duties, Hazeur will also assist search committees and
function as a liason to help them with interpreting and following the AA
guidelines and in revising their search qualifications so as not to
inadvertently exclude women and minorities. In addition, Hazeur's office
will hear complaints and try to act on them as quickly and fairly as
possible. Her office will also monitor departments on carnpus which rnight
develop a pattern of producing an undo number of sexual or racial
harrassment complaints. Hazeur will call on both the Commission for
Women and the Commission for Blacks to assist her with issues,
programming and other suggestions, and her office will serve as a
resource area budgetarily for the CFW. Finally, Hazeur plans to
encourage racial and gender sensitivity on campus and called upon the CFW
to provide suggestions on how to go about promoting this. Marcia Katz
asked Hazeur about her background. Hazeur said before taking the job at
UT, she served as the Dean of Student Affairs at a college in New
Orleans. Linda Burton added that the CFW will be directly involved in
drafting the Affirmative Action Plan. Hazeur agreed and said that she
and Dodge were presently completing the first draft and will circulate it
to the CFW for conlments and suggestions. It should be out in January.
Nancy Goslee asked about the procedures for search committees. Hazeur
said the new guidelines are suppossed to go into effect October 1, but
are not yet out because of writing delays. She added that no one was
bound to the new ones until they are circulated, but that she is going
over them verbally with some committees. Hazeur also noted that the
revi sed form gi Vf:n to search camilli ttees wi 11 be much c le arer about
procedure. It might be cumbersome, Hazeur added, but it allows the
search pool to be less exlusive by making the committee aware of whether
its ideal requirements are really necessary and whether they exclude
wornen and minorities. (Hazeur referred to the requirement of being an
officer in a national professional organization, a position held by few
women.) Jerry Askew said as a rnembl~r of several search canmittees, he
has found the AA office to be prompt and helpful in answering quesitons.
Eleanora Overbey gave an update on the status of the recently
created Conti nui ng Part-Time Facul ty category. Last spri ng, fi ve wotnen
in the Engli sh Department, including Overbey, each having taught between
15 and 20 years at UT, were accorded the position. Since that time, they
have wanted some clarification as to exactly what was meant by this
status. In discussions with their department head 'and Anne Hopkins,
Associate Provost, several aspects of the job were clarified. Faculty
with this position are elligible for the new dental insurance and health
insurance. They are not elligible for longevity pay unless the state
legislature intervenes. They are not elligible for professional aid or
developlnent because the wording of grants usually excludes than. They
are excluded from receiving consideration for the Alumni Teaching Award
and they are not elligible for miscellaneous UT appointments. Theresa
Sharp asked for clarification. She said the appointments are at most 75%
but most are teaching full loads. She asked if those with the
designation had taught the 15-20 years without more than a year off.
Overbey said yes. Overbey added they were not represented on the faculty
Senate nor in the department count. Overbey added that since their
contracts read 75-80%, they were not under tenure review. They also are
paid by the number of hours they teach.
Overbey noted that she and the other Continuing Part-Time Faculty do
much of what full-time faculty do, including advising students. Askew
said maybe the position should be altered to mean nonresearch faculty who
were eligible for tenure. Goslee said the push to get the present name
for this position was so they could be considered for tenure. Overbey
said why raise the issue if there are only 5 such appointments, but added
that there were plans to open it for more such instructors in other
departments. Askew said the Business Dept. had several people poised for
such appointments. Linda Davidson said she would t~k to the people in
the Alumni Office about changing the wording of the Alumni Teaching Award
so the Continuing Faculty would be considered. Overbey said she would
like to see the CFW pursue this issue during the year because its
membership i neludes representatives from departments throughout the
campus who could assist in clarifying and ~nmend;ng the parameters of the
position. Askew noted that there were a couple of jobs presently being
advertised which, because of their wording, exclude these part-time
faculty members. Penny Tschantz noted that the Faculty Senate was
responsible for generating this new title but felt that it had since
forgotten. Nancy Goslee said the Faculty Senate should assist the
various departments, such as Math and Biology, which utilize part-time
faculty in defining this new position. Overbey suggested using the term
Regular Part-time.
Martha Lee Osborne asked what the difference was between this
position and tenured faculty. Overbey noted that Continuing Part-time
Faculty are not eligible for longevity pay and do not receive
representati'on on 'campus commensurate with their duties. Sharp said she
would be glad to take the issue to Faculty Senate and also asked if these
faculty could advise University Scholars. Overbey replied they advise
undergraduate students and that she personally is superv; sing the project
of a College Scholars student. Sharp asked about their retirement.
Overbey said it was noncontributory. Sharp asked if their credentials
were scrutinized in order to keep their jobs. Osborne said they were not
pressured to publish because they cannot proceed to the rank of Assistant
Professor. Charlene Rice noted that longevity was an issue with part-
time staff merllbers and added that it would take a bill in the state
legislature to award a part-time member longevity pay. Osborne asked
~~h at noncontr ibutory ret i rement was 0 •
Overbey said that retirement varied among the five faculty with the
positon. Overbey said UT did not contribute to her retirement but would
make a lump sum payment upon retirment. Askew noted that she would
therefore not receive interest on that money. Burton said that she would
bring this issue to the attention of the Chancellor and the Provost.
Askew gave an update on what his office is doing to prevent rape and
date rape on campus. There wi 11 be a segrnent on rape at a retreat among
campus student leaders, including many Greek leaders. On October 31
there wi 11 be a speci a1 progr am on the subject. In conj unct ion wi th the
Women1s Coordinating Council, there will several projects ongoing, and
a videotape is on order which can be checked out by students.
Osborne circulated the third draft of the By-laws and asked for
changes and suggestions.
Carol Guthrie asked those present to either turn in the information
form mailed to them or return it to the office at 2012 Lake Ave.
Nancy Goslee announced an ongoing colloquium on feminist theory. It
will meet every other Wednesd~ at 3:30 on the 12th floor of McClung
Tower. Goslee said those interested should contact Jeannie Forte.
Osborne said she would advertise it through the Women's Studies Office.
Guthrie said she would place a notice in the Networker.































Linda Burton called to the meeting to order at 12:05 and invited all
attending to introduce themselves.
Burton announced that Wednesday, November 11, at noon in the
University Center Ballroom, Camille Hazeur will be speaking on sexual
harassment.
Burton said that she had received a letter from Wi lli an Johnson
asking her to make suggestions for UT presidential candidates. Burton
asked members to offer recommendations so the CFW could submit
candidates to the search committee.
Burton announced that Homer Fisher will be coming to the December
CFW meeting to discuss pay equity, salary adjustments, and other issues.
Burton also announced that in January the Provost will be coming to
the CFW meeting and will discuss, in part, the concerns of Continuing
Parttime Faculty members. She noted that in a meeting with Jack Reese
thi s issue was rai sed.,
Burton introduced Mickey Bilbrey from UT hospital who addressed the
meeting about mobile mammography. Bilbrey stated that Jack Reese had
asked the hospital to provide the service. Bilbrey introduced several
guests from UT Hospital. Dr. Karl Hubner, professor and doctor of
nuclear medicine, discussed recent medical findings on the importance of
mammography. In two different studies begun in the 1960' s, 31,000 and
280,000 women were involved in mammography testing. Initial data have
shown a definite benefit for older women, but also younger women can
improve their detection of breast cancers with earlier screening, and can
therefore prolong life expectancy. Hubner presented some slides which
detailed at what ages women should have mammographies. From age 20-35
women should do a monthly breast self examination (BSE). Between 35 and
40, women should have a baseline mammography. Between 40-45, women
should have a mammography every 1-2 years, and women over 50 should have
a mammography every year. Hubner noted that there i s no added ri sk from
radiation for women who follow this schedule. The two studies showed
that after 5 years, women without mammographies had a 64% survival rate,
while women with mammography and a monthly SSE had a 95% survival rate.
After 10 years the numbers were 51% without the test, 86% with the test.
Hubner turned over the floor to Myrna Sayne, coordinator in the
mammography section of the Radiology Dept. Sayne di scussed the procedure
of receiving a mammography. She said it was quick, simple, and took only
about ten minutes. She noted that UT Hospital employed only female
technologists in that department. She added that because compression was
used in order to reduce blurring on the negative, the procedure can be
uncomfortable. However, she added that compression lasts about only four
seconds and that four films are taken from two different views of the
breast. Krysty Ball asked how long it took to get results. Sayne said
immediately for in-hospital exams but longer for mobile mammography.
Lynn Dunn, a representative of the cornpany which manufactures the
mobile mammography units, addressed the meeting next. According to .Dunn,
statistics show that 54 million women are candidates for some kind of
breast cancer, but of that 54 million only 15% are tested. In trying to
reach these untested women, Dunn noted that mobile rnammography was very
effective because of the lower cost, convenience and comfort. The
survival rate for those with early testing ranges fran 56-99%. Dunn
described the vans in which mobile mammographies are done. The vans are
designed for privacy and feature two dressing roans, a screening roan
where waiting patients view a film on BSE, and a waiting area.
Bilbrey introduced some other guests from the UT hospital, Kayla
Carruth, head of Womenls, Dr. Helena Nagy, head of mobile mammography,
and Dr. Ed Buonocore, Head of the Radiology Dept. Burton noted that the
CFW has been asked to sponsor an on campus visit of the mobile unit
sometime during Winter or Spring Quarter. The CFWls responsibility would
lie with the Health Issues Committee, who would help advertise the unit's
presence on campus. Buonocore discussed the difference between a total
physical examination and the mobile mammography. He said films taken at
the mobile unit would be read the next morning and results would be ready
by the following afternoon. The hospital IS original idea was to mail out
results, but that is still undecided. Rosa Emory asked about the cost
and whether UT employees would be reimbursed. Buonocore said the cost of
an office visit ranges from $90-$150, while the mobile site visit
averages one-third less, or around $60. Burton said the cost being
discussed for UT employees ranges from $50-60, and there is still a
discussion about whether Blue Cross-Blue Shield will cover the procedure.
Ball moved to assist in sponsoring the visit of the unit. P.J. Hall
seconded it. The motion passed.
Burton said that in a recent meeting with Chancellor Reese about
Child Care two recommendations were made: one, that the CFW Child Care
Committee would come up with a survey to determine the need among
students for Day Care; and, two, that K'aren Sterchi, Director of the
Cumberland Child Care Center, would compile a report looking into the
need for expansion of the existing facility and the possibility of
offering infant care. Burton introduced Sterchi, who gave an update on
the Cumberland Center. She said the center was at full enrollment with
34 students, 20 preschoolers and 15 toddlers. There were 39 applicants
on the waiting list, some from expectant parents and some from parents
whose children were not yet eligible. Also, there were eleven
preschoolers on the waiting list and 48 toddlers. In all, over 100
full-time UTI< employees had requests which cannot be rnet at present. In
discussing the progress of the center, Sterchi said she was pleased with
parent involvement, noting that parents frequently participated in such
activities as picnics, field trips, etc. Sterchi commended the staff for
its hard work, dedication and creativity, noting their willingness to
attend after work meetings and professional conferences. Sterchi said
the University support has been strong and that all problems with the
facilities have been dealt with promptly. Marcia Katz asked if the
socia-economic balance of the children was achieved as set forth in the
Center's guidelines. Sterchi said yes. Eleanora Overbey asked Sterchi
what her vision was regarding expanding the facility. Sterchi noted that
the most pressing need she saw was in the area of infant care. She said
there are very few infant centers in thi s area, and that the need i s very
great. Overbey said given the limited physical facilities, could the
existing facility be expanded. Sterchi said no and that if infant care
were added or if the present capacity were to be expanded that a new site
would be needed. She added that any expansion should be on campus so
that it would be easily accesible to parents. Katz asked that if an
infant facility were added would those children automatically be in line
for a slot in the toddler group. Sterchi said that would have to be
worked out in the guidelines, but more than likely yes. Sterchi added,
however, that since the infant care need was so great and that since
other toddler and preschool facilities were more widely available that it
should not become a problem. Katz asked how much the center was costing
UTe Sterchi noted that the fees were very low, $34-$45 per week, and
that since many services were included in the price (such as diapers and
food) that the cost to UT was high. Sterchi added that the center does
not take in enough to pay the staff salaries. Kate McConnell asked how
many were on staff. Sterchi said there were 14 including herself, a
secretary, a kitchen assistant, part-time employees, and coordinators.
Chuck Maland asked if the increasing state licensing fees for day care
facilities were a problem for the UT Center. Sterchi said it was, but
that since UT covered the cost it was not as oppressive as it might be
for private facilities.
Burton said she had looked more into the Continuing Part-Time
Faculty positions and found that there was no discrimination in
retirement benefits. Linda Davidson said she had checked on the Teacher
Alumni Award and that the wording was being revised so that these Faculty
members would be considered.
Burton reminded members to send in their ballots on approving the
By-Laws.
Wylene Vrba, chair of the Safety Issues Committee, reported that a
van tour of campus was being scheduled in order to check out lighting.
Anyone interested in going on the tour should contact her. Vrba noted
that there were new posters around campus addressing safety. Vrba added
that if there were any items which the committee should investigate,
contact her.
Burton said the Programming Committee had met and felt it did not
have enough focus. The guidelines prepared by the Programming Committee
last year were broad. Committee members felt that they needed more
direction as to what issues to focus on (e.g. sponsoring a speaker,
series of progr~ns, etc.) Burton asked Commission members to give
suggestions on programming to Debby Schriver.
Rosa Emory announced that on Thursday, November 12, in Room 209 of
the University Center, there would be a workshop on PMS.
Martha Lee Osborne introduced Ani ana Kambo, a vi siting professor of
sociology frOl11 India, who will be at UT during the acadernic year and who
will be teaching a course on cross-cultural perspectives of women winter
quarter with Osborne. Kambo said her area of interest was in comparative
research on university women in India and the U.S. focusing on such
issues as the role, status and perception of university women in the two
countries.






































Linda Burton called to the meeting to order at 12:05.
Burton introduced Homer Fisher, Vice-Chancellor for Business,
Planning and Finance. Fisher said he was glad to be speaking to the CFW
and added his office was looking into areas which the CFW has stressed as
concerns, such as infant care and compensation for women. He said his
office was undertaking a study of staff-exempt position levels and also
was doing a comparative salary study between staff-exempt positions with
other peer institutions. He said this study would be important for
addressing issues of pay equity. When the study is completed, Fisher and
Ed Bennett will come to a CFW meeting and discuss it.
Fisher next focused on where UTK stood in terms of salary equity.
During the last three years of the Alexander administration, UTK took
great strides toward making UTK faculty salaries competitive with peer
institutions. In all ranks, faculty salaries increased 34%. In the peer
group (which includes the Universities of Connecticut, Florida, Georgia,
North Carolina and Virginia), the average salary increase over the same
three year period was 20.5%. UTK's peers still are above us, but the gap
was cut in half. Our goal, said Fisher, is not just to achieve parity
with our peer institutions, but to be on par with the best institutions
in the country. In order to achieve this goal, faculty salaries will
have to be competitive. Fisher added that it will be important to convey
this message to the new governor so that the strides made will not be
undercut. Fisher noted that due to McWherter's budget cuts, salary
increases this year were at 4.2% while peer increases were 5.3% and that
ground was lost in every faculty rank. In one slide, Fisher exhibited
the range of salary increases from the 1985 fiscal year through the 1988:
Faculty Administration Clerical Support
1985 13.1% 12.2% 14.0%
1986 6.9% 6.5% 6.5%
1987 6.1% 5.2% 5.7%
1988 4.2% 4.0% 4.0%
Fisher noted that during the 1988 fiscal year, fee money was not used to
help supplement salary increases but instead were directed toward the
state salary pool. UT plans to advise this not be repeated because it
was particularly harmful to the school's long term goals. In the future,
Fisher hopes to see student fees used to help supplement not only the
salary pool, but also the adjustment equity pool for women. Fisher noted
that salary adjustments were now being made at mid-year so as not to
confuse them with merit increases made during June. Fisher suggested
that the CFW could perhaps develop a resolution to advise the state
government not to use student fees as they had this year.
Fisher noted there was a variation in salaries among the various
disciplines. Also, because of the budget cuts, there was a compression
at the associate professor rank because of the desire to continue to make
full professor salaries more competitive and to attract young, new
faculty at the assistant rank. Fisher's goal is to find a way to augment
the regular salary/pool.
Fisher noted the help of the CFW in reexamining the duties and
salaries of certain positions on campus, such as secretaries, thus making
UTK more competitive as an employer. By reevaluating such positions, UTK
is not having as big a problem attracting and retaining secretaries.
Another goal is to continue to make salary adjustments for women without
hurting raises for others.
Fisher then compared the salaries of male and female faculty mem~ers
at UTK. At the full professor rank, the average salary for males is
$48,247 while the average is $41,000 for women. At the associate level,
the male/female distribution is $35,482 to $32,480, while at the
assistant professor level it is $31,042 to $28,987. Marcia Katz asked if
this salary breakdown was over a nine or twelve month period. Fisher
said nine months. Fisher noted that another concern of his office and
UTKls administration is to promote women into higher level administration
positions.
In continuing to discuss ways to augment the salary pool and equity
pool, Fisher said there was talk of a fee increase. On this point,
Fisher said UTK is again on par or below its peer institutions relative
to student costs. Generally, UTK is not increasing fees more rapidly
than its peers. UTKls average increase over the past three years has
been 6-7% while peer fees have increased at a rate of 7-8%. The key is
to stay in an economical range and make sure adequate financial aid is
available. Fisher also said that the 70-30 index of state to student
input for the cost of education had been pushed a bit too heavily onto
the student side and added that the state needs to increase its input
into the cost. The problem, noted Fisher, is convincing the state
government. Fisher added that.if the proposed pay increase for K-12 is
implemented, that the impetus might be there to convince the state
legislature to also increase University salaries, particularly faculty.
Fisher said that because we are competing on a national level for faculty
and because we lag behind our peers, it is vital to overcome the pay gap
if UTK is to become a more prominent institution.
Fisher continued by saying this message needed to get to the state
legislature. Among the several methods suggested by Fisher were: 1) a
resolution by the Faculty Senate; 2) individual letters from faculty and
staff; and 3) a resolution by the CFW.
Fisher asked for questions from the group. Suzanne Kurth asked if
the equity study was going to compare males and females based on the same
category, rank, tenure, etc. What would the study do about those
positions which have nothing to compare it to. Fisher said that due to
the market place, some positions were going to demand a higher salary
than others. However, he added the issue of humanity was also important
in the deci sian making process. Just because UT could pay a person less
for a very competitive job doesn't mean it wants to or will. He noted
that UTK had made speci~ salary allocations to the humanities in order
to make them more on par with the physical sciences and business. He
also added that the quality of an employee and compensation were directly
related. People feel better and perform better when they feel they are
wanted, noted Fisher, and fair salaries are one way to achieve this. He
added that in female dominated departments, such as nursing and human
ecology, UTK has taken strong steps in salary adjustments, something
other institutions haven1t done.
Judy Webster said she was pleased that the equity adjustments were
being done at a different time of the year than the regular pay
increases. She asked what chance there was of the staff-exempt study
being done in other areas. Fisher said it is going to be done, but after
the one currently underway is completed and evaluated.
Nancy Goslee asked whether Fisher had examined promotion and tenure
practices to see if this was a possible barrier keeping women from moving
up the 1adder to associ ate and full professor. She added that maybe
women have a more difficult time being promoted. Fisher said this was
not something they had examined, but was definitely a point which needed
further exploration. He said he would raise it with Provost George
Wheeler.
Marcia Katz asked if the idea of the CFW and the Faculty Senate
lobbying for a salary increase was counterproductive, given the ones
asking for the raises would be the ones receiving it. Fisher said he
didn1t think so. He noted that the state legislature is very much open
to input by the public. He added that it is vital that the legislature
and people of Tennessee continue to be made aware of the need to imp~ove
higher education in Tennessee. Some people might think that because of
the improvements of the past three years that the needs of higher
education in the state have been met. For this reason, added Fisher, it
is important to continue to push for salary increases and greater state
spending on education. .
Chuck Maland noted that the years of growth under the Alexander
administration coincided with increased revenues generated by an increase
in sales tax. Maland wondered what suggestions Fisher would propose for
raising state funds. Fisher said because of this loss of revenue there
would have to be state budget cuts, but that if UTK was going to try and
continue to improve, it is essential that the 1988-89 budget have a
decent salary package and salary supplement package. Fisher said he
believed that it was going to be necessary to implement a state income
tax if higher education in Tennessee was to continue to improve. He
added that most people are unsympathetic about higher education, and that
they have to be made to believe how much better off it would make the
state.
Juli Stewart asked if there was a deadline by which the staff-exempt
survey was to be completed and will there be a published report of the
results. Fisher said there was no deadline but that it should be
completed by the beginning of Spring Quarter. He added that one goal was
to use the study to evaluate levels of jobs to see if there is an
imbalance between the size of the job and the salary.
Webster said one potential problem she saw with the study was that
it might limit the hiring flexibility of directors and department heads
if they are not free to move salaries. Fisher said the intent of the
study is to provide guidance to departments heads and to provide a salary
framework. Sara Philli ps of Personnel Servi ces noted that a simi 1ar
study had helped them devise a salary range, not a specific salary, for
various job levels. Fisher added that he did not foresee UTK creating a
specific immutable salary for each level.
Burton thanked Fisher for attending the meeting. Burton noted that
the By-laws had been passed and had been sent to the Chancellor.
Burton said the Affirmative Action draft was out and that volunteers
were needed to read through it and make recommendations.
Burton said Provost Wheeler would be attending the January meeting.
She also added that on Thursday, December 10, a lighting tour would be
conducted. All interested persons should meet at the UT police
department at 8 p.m.
Marcia Katz invited women faculty members to attend a luncheon in
the Hermitage Root" on Friday, Decelnber 4.



































Linda Burton called the meeting to order at 12:05 and asked those
attending to introduce themselves.
Burton announced that several people had called asking about mobile
mammography and that interest was high. She noted that Blue Cross woul d
not cover the cost of the mobile unit or hospital mammography. The
Women's Health Committee will send out letters announcing the dates of
the mobile unit1s visit.
Burton said the Lighting Committee had toured campus and found
several dark places, areas with insufficient lighting, and lights with
blown bulbs. The Committee will write a letter noting their findings and
send it to the Chancellor.
Burton said the Advisory Committee met and discussed the findings of
1ast years Ad Hoc Prograrnmi ng Committee. The Advi sory Committee
sug,gested fundi ng women to attend 1Dcal, one-day work shop s. The
Chancellor has agreed to fund such an endeavor and has asked the
comrnittee to work up guidelines. The Committee also suggested having the
Comnlission for Women sponsor IIFocus on Women ll lunches and provide drinks
at them.
Burton said the Chancellor had accepted the By-laws, which will go
into effect at next month's meeting.
Burton announced that the Chancellor said more definitive guidelines
on sexual harassment would be included in Hilltopics, the faculty
handbook and the staff handbook.
Burton said the Chancellor has requested the Child Care Committee
draft a letter stating what the child care priorities were for the
campus. Burton added that infant care was first on the list and noted
that at present 100 children were on the waiting list for'the Cumberland
Center. Burton noted that a recently hired assistant professor in
Geology had written a letter to the Chancellor stating that one of the
reasons she chose to come to UTK was becau se of the chil d care
facilities. Krysty Ball asked if the inability of the present facility
to be financially self-sufficient would prevent further expansion.
Burton said no. Lucy Hamilton said the Women1s Center is often asked if
child care will be available to students. Burton said she understood
that was being looked into by Phil Scheurer and that there was talk of
crE~ating a drop in facility targeted for students.
Burton introduced Provost George Wheeler. He said although child
care care needs were bound by money that the Chancellor was commi tted to
expansion. Barriers to expansion are money and space. The ability to
expand is contingent on the amount of increased revenue UT receives.
Wheeler addressed Affirmative Action(AA) and what it would take to make
equal opportunity a reality. AA issues in Tennessee today are broken
into two considerations: underrepresentation of minorities (which today
in Tennessee means blacks) and the underrepresentation of women. Wheeler
said UTK was trying to be sensitive to pressure to hire more women. His
office is responsible for hiring faculty and with Anne Hopkins'
assistance, Affirmative Action guidelines were being followed and
enforced on campus. Wheeler noted that two women had been appointed to
administrative positions this year, Marilyn Yarborough, Head of the Law
School and Joan Paul, Head of Physical Education and Dance.
One way UTK has tried to assist women faculty in achieving tenure
and promotion is through the program of mentoring junior faculty
implemented a year ago. Through the program, Wheeler hopes the word will
get out as to what is expected of junior faculty and adds that the
proglr am shou 1d he 1p j un i or women facu 1ty in part icu 1ar.
Looking at promotion and tenure, Wheeler stated that there were not
as many women in the rank of full professor at UTK as there should be.
He 5»aid that was partially due to past failures to draw a lot of women
into the assistant and associate ranks. Wheeler's office is looking into
the issue of salary equity and said the salary study this year will be
received by his office in enough time to adequately evaluate it and make
recommendations accordingly for the next academic .year. The ability of
UTK to make fair adjustments is contingent on the budget passed by the
legi:slature.
Wheeler said the Chancellor had authorized his office to identify
several distinguished women professors and nominate them for the Alumni
Distinguished Professor Award. He noted that only one woman has
previously received this honor.
Suzanne Kurth asked if the University was still committed to the
Cultural Affairs program because there has been no written or verbal
expression of the school's intent. Kurth wanted to know if the
University will continue to support a separate Women's Studies Program.
Wheeler said Cultural Studies was a viable part of the curriculum and
there was no discussion of eliminating it. He said that as long as there
were differences in the way women and men were perceived and treated in
society, there would be a need for Women's Studies. The problem he sees
facing Women's Studies is definition. He noted that scholarship in areas
of Women1s Studies often receives negative bias because it is new and
different. Personally, Wheeler said the need for studies fran a woman1s
perspective was important.
Burton asked for some clarification about the Continuing Part-time
Faculty position. Wheeler said that before he came to UTK, the Senate
had approved a category called Continuing Part-time. Faculty with that
rank were not eligible or considered for tenure. The Senate asked that
the title be incorporated into the Faculty Handbook. He noted that
individuals with this rank had priority within their department for
receiving parttime work. Ana McKeeby asked how the decision to make
these appointments was made. Wheeler said the suggestion was made by the
head of the department, passed to the dean's office, then forwarded to
the provost1s office for approval. He added that only the English
Department had made requests. One faculty member said the Romance
Language Department had made a recommendation, but it was rejected by the
dean's office for budgetary reason. Wheeler said there were no budgetary
implications in making the appointment and was surprised the
recommendation had not been sent on from the dean1s office. Wheeler
suggested the recommendation be resubmitted. Marcia Katz asked if
Continuing Part-time Faculty were elible for anything other than priority
for work. Wheeler said no.
Kurth asked if Wheeler's office was involved in redefining sexual
harassment guidelines. He said yes and that some students had complained
that the definition was not clear. He added the guidelines would be
published in Hilltopics. Kurth asked if the Affirmative Action Plan made
it clear where students should go with a sexual harassment complaint.
Wheeler said all complaints, even student, should go to the Affirmative
Actiion Office. Burton said the CFW had made recommendations to Camille
Hazeur about clarifying the complaint procedure in the Affirmative Action
Plan. Wheeler noted that a problem with sexual harassment was that women
were often unwilling to file complaints. He added that he wanted to make
it ~:nown that if a person had a complaint, even if they wanted to remain
anonymous, they should report it. The AA office was going to keep a
record of all complaints so that if a pattern developed relative to a
particular person, they could be informally asked to reevaluate their
behavior. Kurth asked if the guidelines were written so that a male
student could bring a complaint against a male faculty member. Wheeler
said this was a valid point that needed to be explored but noted that the
overwhelming number of complaints were from women. Katz said she felt it
was a good idea to keep a record of all complaints, anonymous or
othE~rwise. Wheeler said it was important to get the word out about
sexual harassment because in many cases people are unconscious that their
behavior is unacceptable. He added that he has been successful just
sitting down with a professor and pointing out a pattern of behavior and
getting him to alter it.
Burton asked if those Continuing Part-time Faculty were eligible to
have a representative to the Faculty Senate or if they could serve on
comrnittees. Wheeler said some do serve on committees. He said it was up
to the department to work out the level of involvement for part-time
faculty. Eleanora Overbey noted that as a Continuing Part-time Faculty
member she was concerned about receiving credit or recognition for
activities such as advising College Scholars students. Unlike full-tirne
faculty who receive compensation or time off for such work, Continuing
Part-time Faculty do not. Wheeler said they do in salary. Overbey asked
what it would take for Continuing Part-time Faculty to be considered for
tenure. Wheeler noted that a number of institutions have adopted
flexible hiring practices such as giving early retirement to full-time
faculty and filling their position with part-time help. Some
institutions do give part-time faculty tenure. Others have created
full-time positions which are divided between two part-time faculty
members. He said he was not opposed to the idea but stated that it
wasn't high on his priority list. He suggested Overbey bring up the
issue with her colleagues in the English Department. Juli Stewart 'asked
if it was impossible for part-time faculty to move into a full-time
position. Wheeler said not as long as they fulfill the necessary
scholarship and teaching requirements.
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Linda Burton called the meeting to order at 12:05 and asked those
attending to introduce themselves.
Burton introduced Nina Elliott, Assistant to the Vice-Provost~ who
repolrted on her experiences at the HERS Summer Institute at Bryn Mawr.
She said the aim of the Institute was in assisting women who wanted to
move into higher levels of administration. Same of the areas of study at
the Institute were budgeting, long-range planning, and human relationship
skills. Elliott said there was a wide variety of students and instuctors
at the institute including Chief Academic Officers~ Chancellors,
Vice,-Chancellors, etc. In addressing the CFW, Elliott chose to focus on
one part i cul ar un i t from the Inst i tute, Prafe s sional Deve 1opment. She
passed out a handout detailing various suggestions and guidelines about
how women administrators should work toward planning their future. At
the Institute, Elliott said the unit consisted of role playing interviews
carried out by various high-level administrators. They assisted the
participants in understanding what would be expected of them in an
interview for higher administrative posts. Elliott also discussed career
mapping, noting that women interested in moving into higher levels of
administration needed to set their goals realistically, balancing them
against their personal/private responsibilities, needs and wants.
Elliott said the Institute also helped women create a support network and
that she had a copy of all the participants vitas. Marcia Katz asked if
there had been any further di scu ssion about try; n9 to ho 1d a regi anal
mini-conference like the Summer Institute and asked Elliott if she felt
there were parts of the Institute that could be pulled out and covered in
a 2-3 day workshop. Elliott said yes and added that she would both
assist and contribute information she had received during the Institute.
Jerry Askew asked who the experts were and how the Institute was
organized. Elliott said that Cynthia Secor coordinated and planned the
program out of Denver. She made changes and modifications in the program
from year to year based on participants' comments. Elliott noted that
many' of the units were firmly established and that some of the presenters
had attended the Insitute as participants. Someone asked about the
selection process. Elliott said it was competetive and that selection
was based on administrative position and whether a candidate had plans to
move into higher levels of administraion. She added that the candidates
must have the endorsernent of the Chancellor, their immedi ate boss, and
one other letter of recommendation. Linda Burton said the CFW needed to
decide today whether or not to select and fund another candidate. Nancy
Goslee moved to support another candidate; Marci Katz seconded. The
motion passed unanimously.
Debby Schriver discussed the Women in Leadership Conference being
held March 2 and 3. She said all faculty and exempt staff were invited
to participate. There will be workshops and round table discussions led
by a facilitator who is a specialist in that area. There is a $28.00
registration fee which includes lunch. Schriver said anyone interested
in participating in the Conference can contact her at 974-6657. Shriver
added that some of the topics covered will include Financial Management;
Women, Work and Age; and Dilemmas of Dual Careers. Katz asked if they
were limiting the number of participants. Schriver said no but added
that preregistration was required. Chuck Maland asked if the Workshop
would be sirnilar to last year I s. Schriver said no, adding that both the
format and the topics covered will be largely different. There will also
be different speakers. Maland added that you could encourage someone to
go this year who had been last year. Schriver said yes.
Burton announced that the Progr anlmi ng Commi ttee was revi vi ng the
Brown Bag lunch series. The first will be on March 30, in the Crest
Room. Dr. Norma Mertz will be the speaker. Burton added that the CFW
needE!d to be looking for other possible speakers for the next scheduled
lunch on May 4. Katz asked if community people should be considered.
Burton said yes.
Burton distributed guidelines for professional development grants
which were drafted by the Programming Committee. Burton said the
Chancellor had agreed to sponsor women to one-day, local workshops that
were appropriate to professional development. These guidelines were to
assist women in finding, selecting and applying for funding to such
workshops. Suzanne Kurth asked if the Networker would include this
information as well as information about available workshops. Carol
Guthr~ie said yes. Schriver asked if women could receive funding for the
Women in Leadership Conference. Burton said yes. Katz noted that it was
difficult for faculty women to attend such workshops because of classes.
Burtc)n noted that at last year's Women in Leadership Conference several
faculty women left to teach their classes then returned to the
ConfE~rence.
Burton asked if everyone had received a copy of the Affirmative
Action Plan. Everyone had.
Wylene Vrba reported on Women in Higher Education in Tennessee
(WHET). She distributed a handout describing the goals and aims of the
organization. Vrba noted the organiztion was floundering and that there
was going to be a meeting February 19 to discuss disbanding WHET. As a
member of both WHET and the CFW, Vrba thought she would let people know
about the organization and try to increase membership. Katz asked if
they were dissolving because they had a paid professional they could no
longer support. Vrba said the president had recently resigned and that
the vice-president was a faculty member unable to commit enough time to
the organization. Vrba noted the organization was strong in Middle and
West Tennessee and hoped to increase interest in the East. Burton asked
what persons interested in joining should do. Vrba said contact her.
Linda Davidson reported that the quali fications for the National
Alumni Teacher of the Year Award had been altered so that Continuing
Parttime Faculty were eligible. She added that the Nation~ Alumni
Association was unaware of the discrepancy. The Assistant Director of
Alumni Affairs was responsible for getting the change rnade, added
Davidson.
Burton said the Mobile Mammography Unit would be on campus for four
weeks beginning in early March. Burton said there had been considerable
uncertainty as to whetheror not Blue Cross would cover the procedure.
After talking with Mickey Bilbrey at the U.T. Medical Center, Burton
discovered that presently Blue Cross would not pay for the procedure.
Blue Cross had paid for the procedure in the past without knowing they
were paying for a mammography. U.T. Hospital now tells patients that
Bl ue Cross does not cover the procedure. However, some U. T. ernpl oyee s
are being told by Blue Cross that the company does pay for mammographies.
Burton noted that despite the confusion, Blue Cross will not cover the
mobile mammography. Juli Stewart said the Knoxville Breast Center had
Blue Cross pay for mammographies. Chuck Maland asked why the policy had
chan~ged and didn't Blue Cross know they had been paying for this benefit
in the past. Burton said no and added the misunderstanding arose because
employees calling the Blue Cross 1-800 phone number were being informed
that Blue Cross did pay for the procedure. Burton said she had written a
letter to State Representative Maria Peroulas on behalf of the Commi ssion
for Women encouraging her to support legislation that would require
insurance companies to cover mammographies. Burton added that the mobile
unit would be on campus March 7-11, and every week after that as long as
there was interest. In addition, Burton said there would be two
educational meetings about mammography on February 22 and 25, in the
University Center, Roam 226. The meetings would be sponsored by UT
Medical Center and would include a light lunch. Nancy Goslee asked if
the CFW had been in touch with the Faculty Senate Fringe Benefit
Committee to see if they would try and get m~nmography added. Burton
said she was on that committee and there had been no di scussion of it.
Maland said that the CFW should pursue getting Blue Cross to cover it
because in the long run such a preventive procedure would save the
company thousands of dollars.
BURTON SAID THE NEXT CFW MEETING WOULD BE ON MARCH 10, WHICH IS THE
SECOND THURSDAY IN MARCH.
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Linda Burton called the meeting to order at 12:05 and asked those
attending to introduce themselves.
Burton introduced Carol Webster of the Knoxville Women"s Center who
di scussed the KWC. The Center began with a grant from CETA as a referral
program for women to assist them in finding nontraditional jobs. In 1978
KWC be~gan IIWomen in Arts" to provide women artists with a place to
display their art. In 1984, the Anne Selwyn Awards were started to
recognize outstanding community women (the award was named for the KWC's
original director). The KWC also publishes a bi-monthly newsletter
called Everywoman. Webster distributed the most recent issue at the
meeting. Webster also distributed a booklet, Women in Businesss, 1988, a
compilation of local women from various fields, the end product of an
effort by the KWC to increase networking among Knoxville women. The
Center has also begun a small business incubator, Matrix, which now
functi:ons on its own, complete with a board of directors. Webster also
noted the KWC does a lot of referral service for women who cal' about
health concerns. On March 15, a pilot progrart began which will provide
job counseling and job placement for low income wornen. Webster said the
goal v~as to get low income women out of minimum wage jobs and, if
possible, into nontraditional jobs such as maintenance repair and auto
mechanics. The KWC is located in Old Moses School, a part of the
Mechanicsville Redevelopment Program.
Burton announced that Chancellor Reese wants the CFW to start a
Maternity Leave Committee to investigate UTK's compliance with the
recently passed state maternity leave 1aw. Burton asked for volunteers.
The committee will be: Juli Stewart, Lynn Blinn, Charlene Rice, and
KrystJf Ball. Burton added that June Cassell of Personnel could serve as a
reSOUl"ce.
Burton announced that the Chancellor will be giving his annual
luncheon address to the CFW on May 5. Burton noted that it was also time
to be~~in seeking nominations for next year's CFW Chair. She voiced a
concern about holding the el~ction at the May 5 meeting. Martha Lee
Osborne said she felt it wouldn't be a problem if we rnerely collected the
ballots and didn't make an announcement until after the meeting. Burton
asked for volunteers to serve on the Nominating Committee. The committee
will be: Martha Lee Osborne, P.J. Hall and Carol Guthrie.
Burton announced that the Professional Development Grants
announcement had been sent to all women employees, deans, directors, and
department heads.
Martha Lee Osborne voiced a concern about the lateness of this
quarter's Networker. Carol Guthrie noted the change in printer from
Martin Printing to Graphic Arts had caused a change in the printing
schedule. Osborne asked if there was any consideration of changing
printers. Burton said the job had been placed on bid and the contract
had to be fulfilled.
Burton noted that the mammograp'hy unit was now on campus and said
she had visited it. She said she received an anonymous letter saying the
CFW and UTI< were discriminating due to age because only women over 35
were allowed to use the mobile unit.
Burton said the Faculty Salary Study was out and that the
information was not too surprising. It would be mailed to all CFW
members.
Burton again noted the Chancellor's' luncheon on May 5 and said she
would be sending out word about it in the future. In order to know how
much food to order, all those planning to attend should let her know.
Burton announced that the first Focus on Women Luncheon was slated
for Wednesday, March 30. Or. Nonna Mertz will speak on "Why Women Aren't
Mentored. 1I Rosa Emory asked how often the luncheons would be given.
Burton said every other month.
Becky Wilkerson asked about the questionnaire distributed among
staff exempt employees by Personnel. She wanted to know what kind of
analy'sis was going to be done on the data, e.g. regression analysis to
compa.re men and women, etc. She asked if it were possible to take the
data to the Affinnative Action Office or the Chancellor. She noted that
the highest paid women get only 70% of men's salary. Charlene Rice said
the study and sal ary scales were based on numbers of poi nts. She said
she saw no reason why a comparison couldn't be done of male vs. female
salaries. She noted that in a previous study of non-exempt staff there
was no significance statistical difference based on sex. Burton noted
that job points were partially based on how much decision making a job
entailed. The more independent decision making a job required, the
highe~r the poi nts and sal ary range. Wi 1kerson added that there may not
be much follow up on the study, and the CFW should pursue analyzing the
data more. Rosa Emory said the CFW could send a letter specifying what
kind of statistical comparisons it would like to see done with the data.
Wilke~rson asked if the questionnaires were edited by department heads
before going to Personnel. Rice said it was her impression that the
director, dean, or department head made a reading review then sent then
to Pe~rsonne1• She added that if an employee ommi tted somethi ng from the
form, the director often placed an attachment to the document clarifying
the omi tted i nformat i on. A copy of the att achment waul d be sent to the
employee.
Marcia Katz announced that she had invited some colleagues to get
together for interaction. She noted that the CFW was an organization
where issues and problems were aired and addressed. Katz would like to
see Cl campus chapter of the Faculty Women1s Club opened to get more
female faculty together. She noted the Club presently was composed
primarily of spouses of male faculty. She said the Faculty Women's Club
will send letters to all faculty women and adlninistrators asking then if
they would be interested in joining. It will also distribute a survey to
find out what activities people wanted to pursue.
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Linda Burton called the meeting to order at 12:05 and asked those
attending to introduce themselves.
Lucy Hamilton explained the function of the Women's Center. She
noted there was some confusion about the Women's Center and the Women's
Coordinating Council (WeC). The Center was founded in 1976 as a place
for women who needed referral service and as a place where students could
fi nd out about such servi ces. The WCC i s .a programmi ng group funded by
monies from student activities, while the Center is funded by the
adrninistration. Hamilton noted that many of the members of the WCC work
at the Center, but added they are different. The Center's primary
purpose is as a referr~ and resource area. They do not provide
services, such as therapy, but instead refer inquiries elsewhere.
Elisabeth Reichert, the Center's graduate assistant, infonned Hamilton
that the library is the most utilized service provided by the Center.
ShE! added that the Center recently added close to 300 volumes. The
Center also provides information on scholarships and grants for women and
makes frequent recanrrendations about day care. Beginning April 11, the
Center will serve as a meeting place for a new group Reichert is forming,
a r"eentering student organization. Nancy Goslee asked whether or not
there was such an organization already in existence. Hamilton said there
had been one run out of the Counseling Center, but said that it was more
or less defunct. Jerry Askew added that there was an important
distinction between the two organizations, the Center and the wce, and
noted they provide fundamentally different services.
Dr. Kayla Carruth, head of Women's: A Health Promotion, di scussed
thE~ work of her organization. Women's acts primarily as a referral
ser"vice for women in need of medical services. She noted that like UTK's
Women's Center, there is a lot of confusion about what Women's does. She
noted they do not provide medical services, but try to help meet the
health needs of women at all times of their lives. Carruth said much of
her time was spent talking to women on the phone. Women's also offers
educational programs which meet at the UT Agriculture Campus from 7 to 8
p.m. Women's is cosponsoring the presentation of Harriet Lerner on April
19 at the Hyatt. Carruth displayed a variety of printed m~terials
developed by Women's which list the various classes and prograns and
wh"lch provide specific information about such services as gynecology/
oncology, a sexual health clinic for men and women and the Maternity
Fitness Program, uA Special Place to Have Your Baby," offered at UT
Hospital. Carruth noted that the mobile mammography unit currently on
campus was being cosponsored by Women's and said the turnout had been
really good. Of approximatel y 2 ,000 femal e facul ty and staff ernployees,
the unit had seen 308. She said the article in the Beacon by a faculty
mernber who had visited the clinic had helped the progran. She also said
Wornen's offers a program on smoking cessation to assist hard core
smokers. Jerry Askew asked if there was any way to get students involved
in some of the programs at Women's. Carruth said they were open to
an,yone, but added that Women's did not want to compete with the work of
Rosa Emory.
Charlene Rice reported on the Maternity Leave Committee. The
co'nrnittee was formed at the request of the Chancellor, and its charge was
to review the Tennessee law pertaining to maternity leave which went into
effect January 1, review UTK policy as it related to faculty and staff,
then determine if the policy needed to be altered. Rice noted that the
lc~w itself may undergo changes because it included a provision for leave
following adoption. She also noted that there was one potential loophole
in the law pertaining to the position of the employee on leave. The law
states that an employee will receive her old position unless it was so
"unique ll that it required replacement immediately. Rice added there was
no reference to paternity leave. Rice said at UTK the issue of maternity
leave was covered under the Leave of Absence policy which was revised the
f'lrst of 1988 to coincide with the new law. She said the policy covers
all types of leaves up to 15 months, with maternity leave being four
months for al 1 regul ar femal e employees. The commi ttee said that the
spirit and intent of the law seemed to be in force at UTK for regular
staff. She said the chance of not being reinstated after leave was
almost nil given the review process. Rice said Juli Stewart, chair of
the committee, had talked with Nina Elliot about faculty. Elliott said
that 12 month faculty were covered under personnel policy, but that the
status of 9 lllonth faculty was vague. At present, such leave would
constitute sick leave, and the arnount of time someone could take off
would depend on the circumstances surrounding their position, e.g. the
need for replacement staff, the faculty member's future at UTK. Rice
said that academic department heads currently decide such leave. Rice
s,aid the recommendation of the committee would be to clarify the 9 month
lleave process. Goslee asked the committee if the they felt UT would ever
go much beyond the state law, i.e. offer paternity or adoption leave.
Rice said UT's policy currently includes adoption. As far as men are
concerned, Rice noted that under the leave of absence policy men can take
p,ersonal leave and she saw no reason why they caul dn I t be accoomodated.
She said it had not been a problem yet. Goslee asked how such leave
should affect tenure block. For example, if a woman or man took off a
y,ear, should that person get a year's extension toward receiving tenure.
Burton noted that an article on this issue in the Chronicle had been the
impetus behind the Chancellor's asking that the committee be formed.
Askew asked if leaves include pay. Rice said they typically do not,
however, in rnany cases, etnployees combine sick leave and annual leave and
thus are paid. She noted that sick leave pay stops after six weeks for
maternity because that is definitionally when women no longer are
considered postnatally ill. Askew wondered if the CFW felt comfortable
with this policy. He said many firms and businesses are moving maternity
leave out of the sick leave category and considering it separately. He
said he favored such a policy which would include pay during leave and a
reasonable amount of time off which woul d not count against sick or
annual leave. Rice said the potential problem with UT adopting such a
policy was their practice of staying in line with state policy on such
matters. Askew said then perhaps the CFW needs to bring this issue to
the attention of the state government. Krysty Ball said the policy did
not guarantee the person her previous position. Rice said that if at all
possible, they would be returned to their old job. Askew said he thought
that UT then was in line with the law and added that maybe the committee
should identify a series of issues for future direction, such as
discussing the policy with the state. Lynn Blinn noted that there still
was the gray area concerning 9 month faculty. Jani s Robi nson said we
should recommend to the Chancellor that 9 month policy be clarified.
Askew said the commi ttee shaul d go ahead and make a speci fic recomrnenda-
dation about how to revise the policy concerning 9 month faculty.
Carol Guthrie reported that fonns had been di stributed for members
to make nominations for next year1s chair. She said the forlns were due
back at the CFW Office by Thursday, April 14. Ballots will be mailed, as
per the bylaws, two weeks prior to the May 5 meeting when the election
wl:ll be held. Becky Wilkerson asked who would contact the nominees to
see if they were interested in being considered for the position.
Guthrie said the committee would. Rosa Emory asked if people frOOl
SJfstems could be nominated. Guthrie said they could, but added that
SJfstems personnel had only been on the CFW since 1986 and that the bylaws
limit nominees for chair to present and past members of the Commission.
Mcirtha Lee Osborne noted that Guthrie had extra fonns with her.
Burton reported on the Progr~nming Committee1s meeting on how to
adverti se the next IIFocus on Women Luncheon. 1I Marci a Katz said she felt
there needed to be a campus wide clearing house for information on
pr"ograrns because the March luncheon conflicted with other prograns.
Askew sai d Gai 1 Cl ay had started such a service in the Student Center and
encouraged everyone to use it. Burton said thi s time the commi ttee wi 11
send 10 to 15 flyers for each CFW member to distribute in his or her
department. P.J. Hall reported that Agnes Bird, the recent recipient of
the Annie Selwyn Award, was the scheduled speaker for the May luncheon
set for Monday the 23rd.
Burton reported on the success of the mobile mammography unit and
noted that of the 2,000 female etnployees that Carruth had ment i oned
earlier, there were a number under the age of 35. Because use of the
unit was restricted to women over 35, the 308 figure represented a large
pE~rcentage of the eligible female employees. Burton said that she had
received numerous calls praising the unit for its convenience, efficiency
(rnany reported the vi sit took only 25 mi nutes), and the professional i sm
of the staff. Burton added that the visit of the unit was being extended
one week. Burton also praised Melba Wilkins· article in the Beacon.
Burton reported for Wylene Vrba on the WHET (Women in Higher
Education in Tennessee) Conference "Women in Education: Grit or Ponderll
scheduled for Friday, Apri 1 15, at Tennessee Tech. She di scussed the
goal of WHET to encourage and assi st women in higher educat ion, and
passed out information on the organization as well as nlernbership for,ns.
She noted that dues were $5.00 annually.
Burton said that the Advi sory Committee had selected Dr. Mary
Richards, Assistant Dean of Liber~ Arts, as the candidate to HERS. The
committee also selected Dr. Cynthia Fleming, head of Afro-American
Studies and assistant professor of Hi story, as an alternate in case Dr.
Richards was unable to attend. Dr. Fleming, however, had to decline the
offer because of another opportunity, so the comlnittee chose Dr. Regina
Smith, Director of the Off~ce of Provost-Research, as the alternate.
Debby Schriver reported on the IIWomen in Leadership Conference. II
She said that many of the presenters this year had been new and that in
conjunction with the nonnal type of presentation, there had been a number
of successful round table discussions.
Burton reported that the Programming Committee had awarded its first
Professional Development Grant to Dr. Julie Williams of the Counseling
DE~partment. Burton said that a departlnent had asked that two people be
funded to attend a $35 clerical workshop. She said the committee turned
it down because it felt the grants were meant to be "icing on the cake ll
and not a supplement to departmental budgets. In a meeting with the
Chancellor, Burton suggested that $1,000 be placed into the Affirmative
Act i on budget next year to fund fut ure grant s. He agreed. Burton sa i d
she felt the money would serve about 20 women.
Burton said the Chancellor had asked her to sit on a Child Care
Committee that would explore further child care needs at UTK. She added
that the Chancellor seemed very committed to child care and wanted UTK to
b~~ on the cutting edge of universities throughout the country. Carruth
noted that the Knoxville News-Sentinel had recently done an article on
the Cumberland Child Care Center.
Teresa Sharp reported that the Senate Faculty Fringe Benefit
Committee, in its last meeting, had discussed the legislature1s decision
to adopt a preferred list of health carriers for state employees. The
committee felt it was not a good thing and was particularly unfair as far
as quality health care was concerned. She said the Senate asked that it
be postponed for 60 days, but said she felt it would not happen.
According to Sharp, legislators felt pressured because Blue Cross
threatened not to renew its contract with the state. The Faculty Senate
fl~lt that it needed to send a message to the Senate and encouraged peopl e
to write the governor. Marcia Katz noted that her physician, who had
p1reviously been on the acceptable list of health carriers, was no longer
on the list. Carruth said that the implied 10% reduction in fees by
those on the list would actually translate into about 25%. She said that
many area doctors felt it was something being rammed down their throat
and that was why several physici ans refused to get on the 1i st. She
added that names woul d cont i nue to be added to the 1i st. She sa id the
rleduction was from 500 to 200 health carriers and that several area
hospital s, such as Fort Sanders and the Chil dren I s Hospital, were no
longer on the list. Katz said that in the He~th Maintenance
Organization, there was now only one woman doctor on the list, and she
w,as in Cosby. She said two more were added, but they were pedi atricians.
When she wrote the HMO about it, they did not answer her letter. Goslee
said the deadline for applications to HMO for inclusion on the list was
April 8. Burton said she was meeting with the Faculty Senate Fringe
Benefit Committee to introduce a resolution to get mammography added to
insurance coverage. Janis Robinson asked if there was any was to get the
word around, such as in Context, for people to write the governor. Rice
said that state employees had already staged a demostration in Nashville.
Burton said St. Thomas Hospital in Nashville was omitted. Katz asked if
Blue Cross acted as an administrative organization. Rice said yes and
noted that the state was self-insured. Lucy Hamilton said that Brenda
Haven, secretary in 329 University Center, had started a letter writing
campaign and had form letters available for people1s signature. Hamilton
also noted that the change was particularly hard on people like her who
have preexisting conditions which other insurance companies won1t cover
and for which the only local specialist, at Baptist Hospital, is not on
the list. P.J. Hall said she felt like the state was insulting our
intelligence by saying we can't pick our own doctor. Katz said that
professional medical people view this as an attack by insurers who don1t
want people to become lIemployees" of doctors.
Sharp reported there was a proposal being submitted to the Faculty
Senate Executive Committee that a UT System-wide Faculty Handbook be
adopted. She said at present there were a number of unanswered questions
relating to the proposal, e.g. would policy be the same across the state.
She said this is an issue the CFW might want to keep an eye on,
particularly since Sharp1s rotation on the Senate ends after this
academic year.



























Following the luncheon, Linda Burton introduced Chancellor Jack
Reese at 12:35 p.m. Reese thanked the CFW for inviting him and said he
had been kept apprised of the CFW's activities through the monthly
minutes. He also praised Carol Guthrie for keeping excellent minutes.
Reese cornnlended the CFW for helping initiate the mammography progran and
called it a success. He said he regretted the problems with insurance
changes and the failure of the insurance progra~ to cover mammography.
He said UTK had no input into the design of the new insurance program and
noted there had been a stann of protest. He al so said he felt there
would be a change next year in the insurance program because of the level
of protest.
Reese said another area the university was concerned with along with
the CFW was child care. He praised the Cumberland Center and added that
he~ wanted to see UTI< take the lead nationally among universities in chil d
ca.re.
Reese said that a decision had been made to do a thorough analysis
of the exempt staff members in all salary categories. He added that the
new overall pay package was not terribly good but was also not
di sastrous. He added that each director and department head had been
given detailed budgetary recommendations about salaries. He said the
faculty increase was 4% but might be a little more when actual
appropriations are given to the various departments.
Chuck Maland said he had received a copy of a document from Oregon
State University about dual career families and OSU's attempt to make a
connection with the university and community at large. He noted that
when trying to find candidates to fill vacancies, spouses come into the
p;:cture in that there might not be jobs available for them in the
community. Maland asked if UTK was considereing any such similar prograll
to help candidates and their spouses. Reese said there was not such a
fonnal program but that he would initiate conversation about the idea.
Krysty Ball wanted to know if the university was going to get more
involved with insurance, perhaps beccming self-insured. Reese said the
university had to stay with the state program because it provides an
immense advantage. He added he would like to see more influence being
exercised from within the university system on the state legislature's
Insurance Committee.
Nancy Goslee said a problem facing departments engaged in searches
was trying to place both spouses in faculty positions and also staying
w"ithin Affinnative Action guidelines. Reese said that the guidelines had
not been discussed in terms of this problem.
Linda Burton asked how successful Reese thought the decision had
been to split the Affirmative Action Director job into two separate
positions. Reese said he felt it had worked extrernely well, addi ng they
were really two separate jobs. He said Lola Dodge's work was painstaking
and time-consuming and required a good deal of specific knowledge. He
noted that Camille Hazeur's pos'ition was to help produce and bring change
on campus, to be visible and to operate on Reese's staff. He said he
felt the division made good sense.
Judy Webster said she felt many departments felt they didn't knovtJ enough
about the Affirmative Action process and lamented the poor turnout at a
recent program offered by Ann Prentice. Reese said the school was trying
to be just and that the Provost was working to enforce the guidelines,
but added that whenever new procedures are being used some problems will
arise. He noted that inadequate communications between the Provost's
Office and the various departments had contributed to the difficulties.
He added that this year had seen the most intensive 'and thorough
application of Affirmative Action searches in the history of UTK and
praised the Provost's Office for working on this, taking the initiative,
and enforcing the guidelines.
Reese discussed the recently voiced concern between the faculty and
black students. He said the issue should be dealt with in Faculty
Senate, particularly any recommendations to change curriculum. He noted
the arguments on both sides for adding a required course on black
studies. He said he wasn't sure a required course in black studies was
the answer, but as an alternative incorporating more nontraditional
materials into existing classes should be explored. Nancy Goslee noted
that it would be hard to monitor such activities within a classroom.
Suzanne Kurth asked whether the school was looking at other ways to
fund women's athletics and added that she was distressed to read that a
new employee in Development had politicized the nature of funding women's
athletics on campus. Reese said he didn't know who "Susan" was before
she was appointed, noting she had worked with Lamar Alexander prior to
being hired at UTK. As for funding, he said he would be glad to consider
any new funding ideas. He said that a student recently went to the
legislature about this issue and added that he was concerned about the
principle of the thing. He said he felt the legislature had no business
reaching into the university and directing the distribution of funds. He
went on to di scuss the nature of the fundi ng of the men IS prograll. Chuck
Maland said a problem he saw deriving from the recent concern over
funding women's athletics was the negative outlook it was giving to the
women's program. Reese noted that the university could take all student
fees, put them into ~aintenance and not show where they were going.
However$l the University felt a need to publicly account for how those
fees are distributed. Reese thanked the group for their input and felt
that the CFW had made an improvement in liberating discussion on campus
about various issues.
Linda Burton said that Dr. Mary Richards had been hired as the Dean
of Liberal Arts at Auburn University and that Dr. Regina Smith was now
the HERS applicant.
Carol Guthrie asked that all ballots for the chair be turned in.
(After the meeting the ballots were tallied and Linda Burton was
unanimously voted to continue as chair. Chancellor Reese has been
notified of the Commission1s decision).
Marcia Katz said that a summer day care school was being set up by
the older than average students six days a week and was being sponsored
by HPER.




























Linda Burton called the meeting to order at 12:05 p.m. and invited
all those attending to introduce themselves.
Burton introduced Dr. Mary Richards who addressed the group on her
recent efforts in searching for a new administrative position. She
thanked the group for making her their HERS applicant and regretted her
inability to go because of her new position as Dean of Liberal Arts at
Auburn University. She said it took her two years to find the right
position for herself and found the process of job hunting to be
disconcerting. When she was recruited for positions and was sent
descriptive material about positions, they all described males and were
asking for people with male attributes. She noted than even when she was
asked for references that the 1etters addressed to her asked for IIhi 5"
qualifications. Often Richards felt as if she were being considered
primarily so the institution could get a woman into the search pool.
Another problem Richards confronted while job hunting was the
inability of her male colleagues to provide proper guidance and advice
with the process of the search and the nature of the position she sought.
She adviced women going through a similar process to seek out a female
mentor and added that Nancy Belk, former Dean of Human Ecology was
particularly helpful to her. She noted that her male colleagues had a
different and often limited perception of what her career path should be.
Due to the need for female mentoring, Richards said that funding
candidates for the HERS prograJTI was very helpful because it trains and
assists women in higher education administration and enables them to take
on the mantle of mentorship.
For other women seeking jobs, Richards said not to limit your
options. Apply for a range of positions and get a sense of what things
fit into your personal needs t goals, and plans. Also, by pursuing ,nore
than one job, each one becomes less important because your options are
open. This can affect your behavior in the interview, she added, making
you more confident, etc. She noted that no job is perfect and that you
won't know until you accept it what it entails.
She said the interview process is very important in the whole
job-hunting process. Richards noted that her interviewers were often
surprised by her thorough preparation for the interview. Although that
often entailed merely reading through the materials sent her about the
school (catalogues, reports from departments, etc), she found it was very
helpful in preparing for the interviews and in answering questions about
what she didn't know about that particular institution. She said that
going in prepared with knowledge and questions about the institution
increased her visibility and chances during the interview. She
encouraged women to probe the members of the search committee conducting
the interview, let them know you are serious, prepared, and interested.
Richards said she was offered three different positions and pulled out of
two searches. She attributes this success, despite initial tokenism
about including her in the search, to her preparation and attitude.
Richards said one of the hardest questions to answer in an interview
is one asking how you would respond in certain circumstances. More than
likely there is an institutional history behind the question with which
you may not be familiar. Don1t evade the question because it will make
you look like you have no ideas, counseled Richards. Nancy Belk advised
Richards to speak in terms of alternatives. While you may not be
familiar with the particulars of that situation, draw in analogous
situations you have handled in the past. Be very specific without
commiting yourself and without seeming too dogmatic. Richards noted that
women in particular should portraythamselves as knowledgable and
assertive because of the perception of female indecisiveness.
Richards added that it is best to keep a sense of humor in the
interview'. As a female (or other minority) many, if not all, of the
members of the search committee will not know how to relate to you.
Don't exacerbate that by being uptight or tense. Be easy with yourself.
Richards next addressed the question of what to do when you get one
or more offers. First, do research on the salary scales for canparable
positions in that region of the country. She also said you will be asked
what you make. Once you1ve done your research, assessed the pros and
cons of the position and the benefits, quote them a salary figure and
include benefits if you want. Make your initial proposal for more than
your bottom line acceptance figure. They will expect to negotiate with
you. Gain leverage in your negotiations by quoting an authority or
reference to equivalent salaries. She noted that if you let them hire
you for less than you1re worth, then you've started on the wrong foot
with them because you appear weak and pliable. She said there is a
honeymoon period at the beginning of a job, and this is the best time to
get some things changed. She added that you may want to include some of
these non-salary benefits into your hiring package. She noted that she
got Auburn to agree to renovate its liberal arts/education building.
Krysty Ball asked why Richards felt she received different advice
from her male colleagues. Richards said there were traditional and
nontraditional career paths and noted that the male colleagues she talked
with tended to counsel her to pursue the traditional path toward higher
levels of admintstration. She added that judgements men make for
themselves don1t always work for women. Maxine Thompson asked what
position Nancy Belk now holds. Richard said she is a dean at Centr~
Michigan University and is responsible for the College of Education,
health related professions, home econanics, educational leadership and
social work. That is about a third of the universitity's academic
deparments, ·added Richards.
Marcia Katz said she liked the advice of learning while you are
going through the interviews, but asked what should you do if you are not
interested in the position but get an offer. Richards said don't go to
an interview or apply for a job if you are not ready to seriously
consider it. If you turn down a job, tell the people who wrote letters
of recommendations why you are turning it down. After you've been
offered the job, give the insitution a deadline by which you will reply.
Let them know you are serious about their offer and don't close any
doors you might need opened in the future.
Katz asked if Richards felt it was acceptable for women to ask
advice of other women they didn1t know very well. Richards said she felt
it was perfectly fine and felt the person would be flattered. She added
that women need to assist other women in such ways as providing advice
and guidance. She noted that Sarah Blanshei, former head of the UT
History department, had also assisted her during her search.
Linda Burton asked Richards if she had any suggestions of issues the
CFW should pursue. First, Richards said that she realized while involved
in her searches how lucky UTK was to have an officially recognized body
like the CFW which encompasses women from all parts of campus. Many of
the institutions she interviewed at had no such body or only unofficial
ones. Richards advised the group to go back and look at issues which
have been worked on in the past but which are still unresolved. She
noted that the addition of the Cumberland Child Care Center was a
culmination of efforts which were begun over ten years ago. One issue
Richards feels the CFW should focus on is tokenism. She said that in
most of her searches, she became a candi date fo r tokeni sm purposes. She
said this needs to be addressed at UTe
Burton said she wanted to form a goals setting committee for the
summer and said she would send material to members on that later this
summer.
The meeting adjourned at 1:15 p.m.
(Amendment to the May minutes: The program on Affirmative Action
attributed to Ann Prentice was actually offered by AAUP and that Anne



















Minutes of the Commission for Women Meeting
August 23, 1988
Tra; ni I1g Center
Alumni Hall
Linda Burton cal led the meeting to order at 10:45 p.m. and invited
all those attending to introduce themselves.
Carol Guthrie reported on the proposed new publication schedule for
the Networker. Burton asked for volunteers to serve, on the Networker
Advisory Committee. The cammitte~ includes: Judy Webster, Wylene Vrba,
Martha Lee Osborne, Janis Robinson, and Carol Guthrie.
Burton asked whether there was a need for a Womenls Health Committee
this year. Several people said it should continue, particularly to
support mobile mammography. Burton said she had made a proposal to the
Faculty Senate that mammography be covered under the new insurance plan
and wanted to know it that should be continued. Krysty Ball said yes,
but also added that the CFW should pursue a discount for mobile
mammography. Burton noted that UTK employees received discounts on
hospital mammographies at UT hospital. Kathleen Warden suggested that
a Women's Health Committee could pursue implementi,ng the Tiger Test for
rubella. Burton suggested the CFW could sponsor such a test during a
week long program on women's issues, perhaps in March (Women's History
Month) •
Burton rai sed the 1ssue of safety awareness and asked for vounteers
to serve on the Safety Committee. Ball said the commission should
continue to pursue the'upgrading of lighting. The safety committee
includes: Krysty Ball, Ruth VanHooser, Becky Wilkerson, and P.J. Hall.
Burton broached the subject of progrcJnlni n9 and asked for va lunteers
for a Programming Committee. Several people said the Focus on Women
Luncheons shaul d· be continued. Debby Schriver said that the Commission
could pursue participating directly 1.n the Women 1n Leadership
Conference. It was also suggested that,we could cosponsor with' the
Womenls Coordinating Council the visit 'of a noted speaker. The
Programming Committee includes: Ruth Darling, Debby Schriver, Patricia
McClam, Martha Lee Osborne, Nina Elliott, and Carol Guthrie.
Burton asked what role should the CFW have in recruitrnent. She
suggested we could pursue the policy of having a CFW member on high level
search committees. Judy Webster noted that search comm1ttee members have
to commit a lot of time and effort on committees. The sense of the group
was that the CFW would like to see women on all searches, not necessarily
CFW members. Burton formed a recruitment committee to investigate this
issue. The members are: Judy Webster, P~J. Hall, and Charlene Rice.
I Burton asked for volunteers to serve on the Advisory Committeeo
Members include: P.J. Hall, Linda Davidson, Judy Webster, Charlene Rice,
Jerry Askew, Lynn Blinn, and Nina Elliott.
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Burton noted that the CFW should continue the Child Care COOlmittee.
Burton said the Cumberland Child Care Center was still thriving and that
changes were being made by the Cumberland Center Advisory Board. Judy
Webster, a member of the Advisory Board, reported on the Boardls recent
activities. She said that there had been complaints fran parents about
the policy of accepting students and how the waiting list was created.
Webster said in the Cumberland Center guidelines certain criteria were
set about the male/female and socia-economic ratio of the students.
Realizing these limitations, the Advisory Board's waiting list policy has
been revised and is now more closely patterned after the Child Care Lab.
Webster also added that the Cumberland Center had undergone an
Affirmative Action review and now carries an EEO statement. She noted
that Affirmative Action guidelines had been followed, but that a
statement had not appeared on the literature. Lynn Blinn noted that
there was great interest at present in starting an infant center and
added that Lamar Alexander seemed supportive of employee sponsored
daycare. Lydia Jurand said the summer child care progran sponsored by
HPER seemed to have worked well and might· be something worth
invest igat ing. Bl i nn asked about the Materni ty Le.ave Commi tte wh ich met
last spring and this summer. Burton said Juli Stewart, the committee's
chair, was ill, but that the cOO1mittee had written.a letter proposing
that the Chancellor study/revise the maternity leave policy for 9-month
faculty. Members of the Child Care COOlmittee are: Wylene Vrba, Judy
Webster, Linda Davidson, and Ka~hleen Warden. .
There was a discussion about salary equity.
Burton asked whether the CFW should pursue the issue of Inentori ng
women faculty and staff and also whether the CFW should provide some kind
of orientation for new members. It was decided that the CFW should
investigate the question of university-wide mentoring of women. Janis
Robinson, Debby Schriver, Wylene Vrba and Charlene Rice volunteered to
assist in orienting new CFW members.




Linda Burton called the meeting to order at 12:05 p.m. and invited
all those attending to introduce themselves.
Burton introduced Camille Hazeur, director of Affirmative Action.
Hazeur said the hiring outlook for women at UTK appears good. Forty
percent of new hirings, including two new deans, have been women. Hazeur
said Lola Dodge reports that hiring of women is up in all categories
campus-wide, but added that the skill/craft positions still were under-
represented by women. Hazeur said she wasn't sure if the new hiring
guidelines set down by the Affirmative Action Office were responsible,
but noted that Lola Dodge felt they were.
Hazeur said the new Affinnative Action plan would be prepared by
November and that the CFW would be asked to review it. She added that
there would be few changes other than semantic and syntactical.
Hazeur addressed the issue of sexual harassment and noted the
efforts being made to bring the issue to the attention of students and
also her efforts to simplify the procedure involved in the school's
policy. She added that the CFW may want to look into this issue more
thoroughly. Hazeur noted that one of her problems is in trying to assess
the extent to which sexual harassment is a problem at UTK. She noted the
sensitivity of the issue and perhaps the unwillingness of people to
report problems. Her objective is to make people feel they can trust her
when they report a problem and realize that all information will be
confidential. Hazeur said a brochure is being drafted for students to
familiarize them with sexual harassment and UTK's policy and added that
she will pass along the brochure to the CFW before it is published.
Hazeur reported that her office received a grant to create videos
which will address such issues as sexism and racism in the college
community. They will be used to educate faculty, staff, and students
about subtle racist and sexist behavior in such settings as the
classroom. During the first year of this three year grant, an advisory
committee will create scenarios, while the second and third year will see
the actual production of the videos. She added that she would like to
have input from the CFW.
Hazeur said she had beccrne involved with WHET (Women in Higher
Education in Tennessee) and is editor of a newsletter. She feels such
activity is important in order to integrate communication between various
organizations so that th~ awareness of and communication among women can
be increased.
Hazeur addressed the question of how effective she felt affirmative
action had been at UTK. She said as far as hiring was concerned that she
felt personal contact had the greatest impact on hiring, particularly
women and minorities. She noted the various changes in administration
that were and will be taking place and added that these should not impede
the changes that have been and will continue to be made in affirmative
action. She said that institutional policy and institutional support
were not enough alone and added that the real push to continue change had
to take place at the departmental level. She noted that while we as
individuals have little control over the scho'ol's leadership, we can take
an active role as advocates in our own departments and on search
committees. She noted that the Affirmative Action office has a variety
of works available on issues relative to Affirmative Action and would be
glad to let people borrow them. Karen Levy asked Hazeur how closely she
worked with the Provost's office, specifically how much input she had in
searches for faculty. Hazeur said that the Provost's hiring guidelines
drafted by Anne Hopkins dictate the policy for departmental faculty
searches. She noted the problems some departments had with these new
guidelines last year, but added that she, Dodge and Hopkins had met to
discuss integrating the Provost's guidelines with the Affirmative Action
plan. Hazeur added that she had a good, friendly working relationship
with the Provost's Office. Levy noted that misunderstandings arising
from last year's guidelines caused problems for various search committees
and feared that these problems might make people hostile toward the
process. Chuck Maland said one thing which complicated searches last
year was that two separate guidelines came down on two different
occasions. He also feels that the best way to find candidates is via
telephoning and personal contact. If a search commi ttee knows early
enough what is meant by "extraordinary effort" and that it will have to
document the search process, then there shouldn't be any troubles with
the search said Maland. Maland added that it would be useful if members
of a department that is hiring but who are not on the search committee be
encouraged to contact people who might be interested in the position.
Fran Andrews noted that there was a list of black faculty and
administration available from the Black Faculty and Staff Association.
Hazeur ,added that Anne Hopkins' office prints out a list of all faculty
positions open. She will send it to all black faculty and staff. Then
if they know of a prospective, candidate they can contact Hazeur's office
starting October 1.
Burton discussed the lighting committee's report to the Chancellor
in which 38 places on carnpus had been listed as priority. Jerry Askew
announced that the Chancellor had appointed a safety canmittee to
draft a report and identify strategies for better communication about
safety, particularly the problems of living and working on an urban
campus.
Burton announced the variou s canmi ttees that had been fo rmed at the
August 23 CFW meeting and asked for volunteers to serve on them.
(After the meeting, Rosa Emory and Jan ScottBey volunteered to serve on
the Women's Health Committee).
Burton announced that Marcia Katz had been sent a notice on a
workshop sponsored by the Association for Women in Science to be held
October 22 at Pelississippi State Technical College. The workshop will
deal with mentoring and will feature female speakers who have been
mentored or who have served as mentors. Burton added that this might be

































Linda Burton called the meeting to order at 12:05 p.m. and invited
all those attending to introduce themselves.
Burton introduced Charlene Rice, manager, Wage and Salary. Rice
discussed the non-exempt and exempt salary programs which she noted are
covered separately under Wage and Salary policy. Rice addressed t,he two
main reasons why the Wage and Salary programs exist: (1) to ensure
employees are classified and paid equitably in relation to the level of
work performed and (2) to protect the instutition from legal action. She
noted that the Equal Pay Act of 1965 prohibited pay differences in jobs
essentially equal in effort and skill and that differences couldn't be
based on sex.
Rice then listed the four purposes of the Wage and Salary program:
(1) to pay wages and salaries that are equitable in relation to the level
of work pe rfo nned; (2) to provi de fa i r and un i fo n11 admi ni str at ion of
wages and salaries within the various occupational groups; (3) to pay
wages and sal aries that are comparab le to those paid for simi 1ar work in
the industry and area; and (4) to pay wages and salaries that will
compensate an individual' for his or her individual performance.
Rice next outlined the structure and design of the non-exempt wage
and sal ary program. First she noted that job evaluation does not attanpt
to differentiate between individual employees but job positions. At UT a
point factor plan is used to classify jobs. Departments respond to this
classification, making recommendations about changing or reevaluating a
grade. Over a period of 30 to 36 months, the Wage and Salary department
reevaluates the 2,200 non-exempt positions on the Knoxville campus.
Rice said this was the easiest and fairest way to update and reclassify
positions. The Job Evaluation Plan includes nine factors which are
considered when evaluating a position: (1) complexity of duties (which
Rice said is weighted most heavily); (2) education required to perform
the duties; (3) experience; (4) latitude, i.e. what kind of supervi sian
does the job entail; (5) accuracy, i.e. what is the monetary impact
involved in decisions made at this position; (6) contacts, i.e. the
purpose and nature of the contacts not the number; (7) physical effort
req ui red;
(8) job conditions; and (9) supervision, i.e. over how many other
individuals does this position have supervision. The information
gathered from the Job Evaluation Plan is translated into a point value
system which is then translated into 13 salary schedules or grades. Each
grade level has a minimum and maximum salary schedule. The UTK plan has
a nine percent differential between each grade. Rice noted that the
ranges are wider and longer in lower grades. Wage and salary theory
maintains that wages and salaries should be graded on a pyramid scale.
As individuals move into higher level positions, responsibilities, job
effort and competition are greater and salary scales should reflect this.
Rice said there were three factors which enter into the development of
the non-exempt salary schedule: (1) how much money the university
receives from the state; (2) what the federal minimum wage is; and
(3) assessment of the job market for benchmark positions (e.g. basic
research technicians, custodians and secretaries) via a market survey.
She noted this survey is done every other year in the local market
because this is the primary area of competition for the non-exempt
positions. Rice added that on average UTK salaries were twelve percent
below the market average. A survey was conducted this past summer and
the results should be ready by early November. Rice said she would share
the results with the Commission for Women.
Rice next discussed the Exempt Salary Plan which she noted had not
been in existence as long as the non-exempt plan. Rice said there were
six basic objectives for the Exempt Salary Administration Program:
(1) to ensure appropriate exemption classification, i.e. to determine if
the job legally can be considered exempt; (2) to provide equitable
payment of salaries in relation to the level of responsibility; (3) to
establish fair and equitable salary ranges; (4) to ensure compliance with
federal, state and university guidelines; (5) to aid directors and
department heads in budget planning and salary increase allocations; and
(6) to identify inequities in salary levels.
Rice gave a brief background on the develpment of the exempt progr~n
noting that as recent as the late seventies exempt administration
salaries had not been strictly defined. In 1976, UTK contracted with Hay
and Associ ates to install an exempt sal ary progran. The fi nn sent
questionnaires to all exempt employees, evaluated them, and established
benchmark pas it ions. Thi s info mat ion was not acted upon until 1979 when
questionnaires were again distributed and interviews were held with
exempt employees. This information once again did not lead to the
establishment of an exempt salary plan. In 1987, at the presidential
level, a reaffirmation was given to implementing an exempt salary
administration program. Early in 1987, the process of study was begun
again starting with the Business, Planning and Finance Divison. Jobs
were evaluated and salary ranges established. This information was
shared with Homer Fisher who, in turn, shared it with the directors in
the BPF Division. Evaluation was then undertaken in the Student Affairs
Divisons. To date, surveys have been completed and sent back for
evaluation, but the information has not yet been sent to department
heads. The next step will be to evaluate the Developmental Alumni
Affairs Division. Rice said hopefully this information will be shared
with department heads before step two of the development of the budget.
In carrying out the study of exempt positions, Rice said there were
three basic evaluation factors: (1) know how, i.e. the type and degree of
skill required of the job; (2) problem solving, i.e. the amount of
original thinking necessary to execute the job and the context in which
that thinking is done; and (3) accountability, i.e. the extent to which
individuals in said position are answerable for their actions or the
impact of the job on end results.
In accumulating salary infonnation and data to establish the exempt
program, the Wage and Salary department looks more broadly at external
data and does not limit itself to local market evaluation. Infonnation
is gathered on a yearly basis, primarily because the exempt positon
market is a bit more volatile than the non-exempt, said Rice.
Information from other major public colleges and universities is
collected and the Southeast rnarket in general is studied. To establish
the spread of the salary ranges, a regression analysis is run based on
the information accumulated in the salary analysis and on job size. A
line is developed which is in turn translated into a midpoint. Eighty
percent on this line is taken as the salary minimum and 120 percent is
taken as the maximum. Rice noted that this was pure wage and salary
textbook theory and that this method was employed as the most effective
way to compare ourselves with other institutions like UTK. Anne Hopkins
asked what happens after jobs have been eval uated. Rice said the
information is discussed with the appropriate vice-chancellors or
provost. Because UTK has never had exempt ranges before, Wage and Salary
wants to make sure that people are at least moved to the minimum point on
the range. Rice noted that twelve people in the BPF Division were below
the minimum. She added that it would take a while to bring salaries to
the minimum but noted that there was enough of a spread (50%) between the
maximum and minimum levels that there should be enough room to work in
for division and department heads. She also said that Wage and Salary
worked closely with the appropriate vice-chancellors, provost, and
departll1ent heads. Hopkins asked what happened if a salary was found to
be above the maximum on the range and was the intention to put a salary
cap on exempt positons. Rice said it was standard procedure to have a
minimum and maximum range but added that the exempt plan probably would
not hold to maximums. Maxine Thompson asked if there were an appeals
process for employees. Rice said one had not yet been established. She
added that if a supervisor or employee were concerned about how Wage and
Salary defined a job, then they sit down and review their findings with
that person. Hopkins asked how much was being done to standardize titles
across the university. Rice said that was not being done at present.
She noted that when jobs are created, Wage and Salary suggests titles but
that they had no control over existing ,ones. She further noted that in
the Wage and Salary evaluation program, title is far less important than
what that position entails. Wage and Salary would like to see more title
consistency, added Rice, but that will be a long range goal. Pam Hindle
asked what would be done to adjust individuals' salaries which fell below
the minimum. Rice said Homer Fisher was committed to revising these
inequities and was planning to direct monies toward that end. She added
th"at real attention was being made to rectify the problern for people
below the minimum of the range.
Debby Schriver reported on the recent programming committee meeting.
At that meeting it was decided to concentrate on two different programs
this year. The Focus on Women Luncheons will be continued and dates have
been set for November 8, January 17, and April 11. All luncheons will be
held in the Crest Roam during the noon hour. Also, the committee is
planning to sponsor a week in March to celebrate women. The tentative
date is the week of March 6th. A special feature will be held each day,
including the Women in Leadership Conference scheduled for Thursday,
March 9. Schriver asked for volunteers to help plan and develop an
exhibit (to be displayed in the University Center during women's week)
recognizing outstanding women from the past and present at UTK.
Wylene Vrba reported on the mentoring committee. A brown bag
luncheon for all new CFW members is set for noon on Tuesday, October 8 in
the University Center, Room 208-209.
Burton repo rted that a 1etter suppa rt i ng i nsur ance cove rage for
mammography under the State Health Insurance Plan will be sent to the
State Insurance Committee. The University representative in Nashville
will take the letter asking for this addition to be made.
Burton reported that the child care committee on which she serves is
continuing to investigate expanding current child care facilities. She
added that the College of Human Ecology was interested in expanding its
efforts and hoping to couple child care expansion with the building
renovations taking place in the next five years.
Burton reported that the lighting report drafted by last year1s
safety committee has taken on additional meaning. With the universityls
recent investigations into campus safety, the lighting report has been
widely distributed and John Parker, Director of the Physical Plant, is
looking at the areas identified in the report as needing light and hopes
to have them lit soon. Suzanne Kurth said recent infonnation in the USA
Today pointed to alcohol as the major reason why much campus crime,
particularly assault and rape, occurs. She would like to see the CFW
issue a statement about alcohol recognizing it as an integral part in the
quest to upgrade canlpus safety. Burton noted that the campus-wide,
ad-hoc safety committee had asked police about setting up a data base
which would help in identifying the reasons why crimes were committed,
thereby assisting campus officials in assessing the extent to which
alcohol plays a role in campus crime. Kurth noted that the problem with
relying too heavily on such a data base is that crirnes often go
unreported.
Burton announced that the East Tennessee chapter of the Association
for Women in Science is holding a seminar October 26 at Pellissippi State
Technical Community College. The topic is IIMentoring: Is there a gender
gap?1I
Burton distributed copies of a letter she received from Lamar
Alexander requesting that the CFW identify candidates for four senior
positions at The University of Tennessee: UT Knoxville Chancellor,
Senior Vice President, Vice President for Assessment, and Vice President
for Public Service and Continuing Education. Burton asked how the CFW
should go about making these suggestions. Maxine Thompson asked if the
CFW had gotten a representative on the search committee for Chancellor.
Burton said no. Kurth suggested the CFW draft a letter. Hopkins
suggested that we send both a letter fram the CFW and individual letters
from CFW members. Karen Levy asked if we were suppossed to identify only
women candidates or could we identify qualified men. Burton said she saw
no reason why we couldn't identify male candidates, although the thrust
of Alexander's letter was that the CFW was being called upon to identify
female and minority candidates. Burton asked members to call her with
the names of possible candidates.



























Minutes of the Commi ssion for Women Meeting
November 3, 1988
Univers i ty Center
Room 225
Linda Burton called the meeting to order at 12:05 p.m. and invited
all those attending to introduce themselves.
Burton introduced Jerry Askew who reported on the findings of the
Chancellor1s Task Force Committee on Safety. Askew said a number of
beneficial changes were being undertaken as a result of the cammittee1s
work. He noted the renewed effort to upgrade campus lighting as an
example. He said the canmittee made a number of surprising findings
including the relatively safety of the UTK campus. As corllpared with
comparable institutions, UTK stacks up well relative to the rate of
serious crime. Askew said the most common types of crimes include
vandalism to cars and theft. He did note the committee1s recognition of
the problem areas in Fort Sanders and Lake Avenue/Terrace Avenue. He
said that because these areas were not technically on the UTK campus,
there needs to be joint action between the city and UTK in ensuring
safety in those areas. He also added that UTK police are fully
recognized officers able to make arrests wherever the need arises.
Another concern of the commi ttee i s the need to fi nd a bal ance
between providing good information to the public and not causing
unnecessary concern about safety conditions on campus. Also, the
committee would like to find ways to get people to report crimes and to
compile better statistics about crimes on c~npus.
The comrnittee addressed the issue of the val ue of an open campus
versus the need to protect individuals on campus. They discussed, for
example, whether to lock dormitories. Askew said the committee felt
education was the best route to take. One of the responsibi 1i ties of the
university is to instill responsibility among the student body and
educating students about personal safety was felt to be abetter avenue
than increasing restrictions on campus.
Askew said the use of the Escort Van Service is heavily utilized and
that about 30,000 passengers were escorted across campus in vans last
year. The committee also investigated lighting concerns and made
suggestions as to improving lighting in certain areas on campus.
The committee discussed class scheduling at night and felt there
needed to be a better coordination of the locations of evening classes so
as to ensure access to well-lighted parking.
The committee mentioned the role of alcohol in crimes but noted that
they do not have a strong statistical basis to determine the extent to
which alcohol plays a part in crimes. They noted that statistics do show
that young males walking alone on campus are the group at highest risk
and that alcohol often is a part of the problem. Suzanne Kurth said she
was gl ad the co,nmi ttee included thi s ; n the repo rt and noted her concern
about increasing the amount of alcohol education on campus. While there
may not be a strong statistical basis as yet to irnplicate the role of
alcohol in crime on campus, there is, she said, enough reason to believe
it does playa part and the university should, therefore, address the
issue to students. Vicki Johns asked what should staff members do in the
event they are attacked on campus. Askew said UT police are eJnpowered to
assist you any way they can, such as transporting you to UT hospital. In
the event of such an incident, contact UT police immediately.
Becky Wilkerson asked why men were greater targets for crime. Askew said
it was primarily for money or jewelry. Susan Hendrix said she felt that
UT police were not a strong presence in the Fort Sanders area and said
that many residents felt the Knoxville police did not patrol the area
enough. She also said that students discounted the authority and
expertise of UT's police force and that the university needed to make a
greater effort in upgrading their image among the student body.
Linda Burton said she spoke with John Prados, chair of the Search
Advisory Committee for the Chancellor, and asked if interviews with
candidates were going to be held. He said he assumed they will be.
Burton said the CFW shaul d take an act ive part in tnaki ng recanmendat ions
to the committee and asked members to send nominees for chancellor to
her.
Burton said the new Affirmative Action Plan was finished and asked
for five volunteers to read through the draft and make appropriate
recommendations. Camille Hazeur said the plan was essentially the same
as last year and that no major changes had been made. She noted that the
second volume which contains statistics and data will change
considerably, but not the narrative. Hazeur said recofnmendations by
readers are due by November 23.
Burton announced the Focus on Women Luncheon scheduled for Tuesday.
Carol Guthrie said Donna Davis, a local attorney, would be discussing the
political and legal issues surrounding abortion.
Guthrie said the Networker was at the typesetter and would be. at the
printer early next week. It should be out about two weeks after that.
Burton said that Women I s Week has been set for the week of March 6
and asked for volunteers and suggestions to help plan the events. Maland
asked for suggestions for an appropriate women's film which the film
cornmittee could schedule for the week.































Linda Burton called the meeting to order at 12:05 p.m. and invited
all those attending to introduce themselves.
Burton introduced Dr. Martha Lee Osborne, head of Women's Studies
and associate professor of philosophy, who discussed the status and role
of women in Thailand. Osborne began by distributing information about
the UTK Women's Studies Program and briefly discussed its history. She
noted that the program was adding an international component and her
recent trip to Thailand was designed to assist in this development.
Osborne then gave a brief overview of the history of women in Thailand,
supplementing her discussion with slides. Notable in Thai history are
stories of warrior women and social rebels, who emerged in the 19th
century. Osborne then discussed some of the challenges facing Thai women
today (prostitution, the existence of minor wives and latent
discrimination within Buddhism). Osborne also discussed some of the
predominant occupations in which Thai women are employed. Osborne also
noted that some of the major universities in Thailand are in the process
of developing women's studies programs.
Burton announced that the Maternity Leave Committee, formed last
year at the request of Chancellor Reese, is in the process of examining
current UT policy toward maternity leave and is investigating the issue
of stopping the tenure clock for women who take maternit,Y leave. She
noted that the College of Human Ecology is planning to do a survey to
explore this and other maternity leave issues. Burton will discuss these
issues in an upcoming meeting with the Provost.
Burton noted the article in today·s Beacon about Rage magazine and
said she is. drafting a letter to the Beacon about the Inagazine.
Chuck Maland announced that the film committee will show the French
film Peppermint Soda on Sunday, March 5 to kick off Women1s Week.



























Linda Burton called the meeting to order at 12:05 p.m. and invited
all those attending to introduce themselves.
Burton distributed a draft of goals for the Commission for Women.
She asked members to review the goals and call or write her with
suggestions for revisions, changes and additions.
Burton discussed faculty maternity leave and noted that she had met
with Anne Hopkins and George Wheeler about a possible study of the UTK
policy. She noted the Chancellorls interest in the Stanford University
maternity leave policy. Burton added that there was some interest in
doing a faculty survey on maternity leave. She said that Jackie DeJonge,
dean and professor of the College of Human Ecology, has said she would be
willing to coordinate such a survey through her College.
Burton began a di scussion of Women1s Week, scheduled for March 5-12.
Debby Schriver, chair of the programming committee, gave an overview of
the events planned thus far and noted that Vicki Johns has agreed to help
with publicity. Schriver said volunteers are needed to oversee various
aspects of the week. Carol Guthrie is chairing the committee in charge
of developing a bulletin board showcase highlighting women in UTK
history. Pam Hindle and Suzanne Kurth volunteered to assist her. Rosa
Emory is overseeing the Women's Health Fair scheduled for Wednesday,
February 8. She said it would include local representatives and exhibits
from the YWCA, area hospitals, maid services, and alcohol treatment, to
name a few. The health fair will be held in the Ballro011 and Crest Roan.
Burton said there would be presentations on Monday at 11 a.m., Tuesday at
noon, and Friday at 1 p.m. She hoped these would provide a showcase for
UTK women to introduce the campus to their research interests and wanted
to incorporate some sort of live exhibit into these programs. On
Thursday, the Women in Leadership Conference will be held at the Hyatt
Regency. The cost is $32 which includes a continental breakfast and
luncheon. Schriver said this year's conference promised a variety of
speakers and panel di scussions. Burton said that the Chancel lor had
agreed to fund a reception for all women on campus to be held Wednesday
afternoon fran 2 to 5 p.m. in the executive dining room. Janis Robinson
agreed to help plan the reception. P.J. Hall and Pam Hindle agreed to
contact the Lady Vols to see if they would be interested in participating
during the week. Tricia McClam, Wylene Vrba and Schriver volunteered to
work in coordinating the three presentations.
Burton announced that Anne Mayhew would be speaking Tuesday, January
17, at the next Focus on Women Luncheon. Her topic i s tlAn Econani st
Looks at Cornparable Worth. 1I
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Wylene Vrba announced that the University of Central Florida will
host the Financi al Management for Women in Higher Education Conference
March 13-15. She also noted that the 61st Annual Meeting of the Southern
Association of College and University Business Officers is scheduled for
Apri 1 16-18 at the Hyatt Regency Hotel in Fort Worth, Texas.
Suzanne Kurth asked if the CFW could more closely examine Escort Van
Service. Her office has received several student complaints about it and
suggested that some type of student survey be undertaken to assess
student concerns about the service. She added that her concern was that
catnpus safety studies might not fully allow for student involvement and
input. Burton noted that a suggestion had been made to distribute a
brochure about the van service. Pam Hindle suggested bringing this
matter to the attention of SGA. A suggestion was also made to
incorporate the student CFW members in investigating this issue as well
as other student safety concerns.
The meeting adjourned at 12:45 p.m.
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Linda Burton called the meeting to order at 12:05 p.m. and invited
all those attending to introduce themselves.
Burton introduced Joan Cronan, Director Women's Athletics, who
addressed the group on the Women's Athletics program. Cronan said there
were five major goals and objectives of the progran: 1) to run an honest
program, following all NCAA rules and regulations; 2) to run a program in
which the student is a student and an athlete (Cronan noted that the
average GPA for female athletes at UTK was 2.79 and that the program had,
over the past 12 years, a 96.6% graduation rate); 3) to pl ace each
program among the top ten in the nation; 4) to run a class program which
would best respresent both the university and the state of Tennessee; and
5) to teach women the value of competition. Cronan discussed the funding
situation ,in women's athletics and compared it with other insitutions,
such as the University of Texas. Cronan noted that women's athletics at
UTK is funded through student activities fees, tickets and concessions
revenues, and donations. She noted that, unlike other institutions,
UTK's women's athletics program receives no funds from men's athletics.
She addressed the concern among students about the use of activities fees
to fund women's athletics, but noted that our students pay less toward
athletics than other state institutions (e.g. North Carolina, Georgia,
Alabama, and Vi rgi ni a). She 'noted that UTK was upfront about how student
activities fees were distributed, unlike other institutions. Cronan said
there were, at present, approximately 100 femal e athl etes who are
majoring in a variety of areas. They lead a highly disciplined and
structured life because of the time they must divide between academics
and athletics. She commended the hard work of her coaching staff. Pam
Hindle asked how much money was received by women's athletics. She said
that they receive 335,000 from ticket sales, about 235,000 from donations
(that is the goal for 1988-89), and the rest frOln student act ivi ties.
Cronan said she liked keeping the men's and women's programs separate
because at a university the size of UTK, the women's progran, if
incorporated with the men's, could easily be overshadowed. If women's
athletics exi sts to teach women to learn to compete and lead, then,
Cronan said, women have to run their own ship. Judy Webster asked what
influence or input the Commission for Wotnen could make to assist women's
athletics. Cronan said the major way would be in public support, such as
attending women's athletics events. Webster also asked what was being
done to create the same kind of student-athlete ideal within the men's
program. Cronan said she felt Doug Dickey was making great strides in
the program, but noted the difficulty men's programs face because of the
lure of professional sports. Webster asked whether anything was going to
be done about the Volettes. Cronan said she had not pursued the issue
with Dickey and asked what the specific concern was. Burton said there
was a feeling that the Volettes presented a negative view of women
because of their dress and types of routines, which were of a suggestive
nature. Cronan said she would bring up the matter with Dickey. ,Cronan








Chuck Maland commended the Lady Vols for their work in the community,
specifically taking time to participate in an adoption agency benefit at
which he was present. He also said that if the goal of the program was
to create quality programs, then that was coming across very well to the
cOlmmunity. He also asked if Cronan had discussed funding ideas with
representatives from Texas during the recent trip of the women's
basketball team to Texas. Cronan said she had and had gotten some good
ideas.
Burton updated the group on the progress of Women's Week and
announced what had been done to date by the various committees. Karen
Levy suggested showing a film in the library in order to avoid the
expense of renting a film from a distributor. Levy will be in charge of
ar'rangi ng thi s.
Burton announced that Police Chief Ed Yovella will address next
month's meeting.
Burton announced that it would soon be time to seek applications for
the HERS program. Burton recommended the CFW encourage all qualified and
interested women in applying. Burton said there would be a CFW table at
the Women's Fair during Women's Week and it would have information on
HERS and Professional Development Grants.
Burton gave an update on mammography and insurance.
Burton announced that plans were underway to do a Faculty Maternity
L~~ave Study. Graduate students in Child and Family Studies have
expressed interest in helping carry out the survey_



















Linda Burton called the meeting to order at 12:05 p.m. and invited
all those attending to introduce themselves.
Debby Schriver gave an update on Women's Week. Burton announced
that the film Working Girls would be shown on Monday, March 6, at 7 p.m.
in Hodges Library. JUll Stewart asked for volunteers to assist with the
~Ionday Showcase. Nina Elliott asked for volunteers to serve as hostesses
clt Wednesday's health fair and to work at the Commission for Women table.
She also asked for two or three volunteers to circulate during the
Chancellor's reception on Wednesday afternoon. Karen Levy said that
Chris Holmland would be introducing Workins Girl and leading a discussion
of the film afterward. Rosa Emory reporte that there would be over 24
booths at the Health Fair. Some of the participants she mentioned who
would be attending were U.T. Medical Center, the League of Women Voters,
~1erri 11 Lynch, and the Red Cross. Several demonst rat ions and programs
eire scheduled during the day. In addition, Emory said there would be
popcorn, iced tea and door prizes. Burton discussed the Women in
Leadership Conference. Burton also announced that there would be an open
house on Tuesday afternoon at the Women's Studies Building and that the
Smart Choices Conference, sponsored by Women's at UT Medical Center, was
slated to begin at 4:45 p.m. on Tuesday. Burton announced that the
Beacon was planning to run a series of articles highlighting various
~~omen faculty and staff during the week and throughout the month of
~1arch.
Burton said that the Mobile MamlTIography unit ~Jould be on callpus
throughout the month and that mammography was now covered under the UT
Blue Cross/Blue Shield plan if patients had a letter fran their doctor.
If not, the cost would be $60.
Burton introduced Ed Yovella, Chief of Police. Yovella di scussed
the training and jurisdiction of the UT Police Department, noting that
they had the same authority as the Knoxville City Police Department and
the Knox County Police Department. In addition, he said the department
was commi ssioned by the state. He said the department engaged in the
same type of operations as most other police departments. Alnong the
regular activities of the department are operating speed radar t
investigating crime, operating a wrecker service from 7 a.m. to 11 p.m.
and runn; ng an ambul ance servi ce. He said members of the department
undergo constant training. He discussed Escort Van Service, noting its
hours of operations and the dispatch procedures. He noted that
conversations are recorded. He recounted the story of one female student
lwho called in one evening complaining of car trouble. When asked what
the problem was, she said she had a flat tire. The officer on duty told
her the department did not repair flat tires and the student hung up.
Yovella used this story to illustrate the communications problem which
often creates a misconception about the performance about the UT Police
Department. He later found out the student was alone in a parking lot at
-----------_._----........------------,-,.._~---------------
night and had not informed the officer on duty who assulned she would be
able to find assistance elsewhere. Yove'la said that if the student had
€!xplained the situation d'Ifferently, then the officer would have
responded differently. Yovella noted that the Escort Van was initially
begun to provide rides. from the C-3 lot to carry handicapped students
around campus. The van service later expanded to include two vans which
Y'an at night. Later hours were increased fran 6 p.m. to 7 a.m. At fi rst
the van made scheduled stops, but later call-in service was added. This
convenience led to a decrease in the use of the scheduled stops so now
the van operates primarily on a call-in basis. Yovella noted that the
van service was initially planned for on-campus use only, but that a
large number of students living in the Ft. Sanders' area have wanted to
see the van service include there area. He noted that the van will
deliver students there, but only if they call. He noted that this was
not an advertised part of the van serivce policy. He added that the van
briefly took students to and from married student housing, but that had
proven inefficient. Suzanne Kurth said she had received numerous
questions about the van service from students and wanted to ask Yovella
to respond to them. She wanted to know if the van began service earlier
;In the day during months when it got dark earlier. Yovella said yes,
that the van service now started at 6 p.m. Kurth noted that there seemed
to be a problem with coordinating van service with the shift change at 11
p.m. Yovella acknowledged this and said the department was going to try
and start overlapping shifts so this wQuldnlt interrupt service. He
noted that he was planning on hiring an outside person to work fulltime
in the department to handle incoming calls for the van. This would
,"educe the inconsistency created by having student workers. He also
noted that a female sergeant was being placed in charge of the Escort Van
Service. She will oversee and coordinate the service and work to improve
its efficiency. He also noted the need of getting a separate phone line
for the van service. At present, calls coming in requesting lines are
received on the general dispatch phone. Yovella also noted the
underutilized emergency blue phones located around campus. Kurth asked
if the van service gave priority to certain types of calls or students.
Yovella said the department tried to di scourage the use of the van by
groups of two or more, noting it was a safety service not a
transportation service. Kurth asked if there was any infonnation he
could give about sexual assaults on females. Yovella noted that the
department coul d only respond to assaul t s wh ich were brought to his
attention. He said that we seldom have sexual assaults in the dormitory
and said there was not a single incident which occurred of someone
forcing their' way into a female student's donn room. He noted that the
rnost common crime in the donnitories was theft fran unlocked roans. He
noted that the true problem area on campus is the Lake Avenue/Terrace
J~venue neighborhood. He noted that the majority of assaults and rapes on
UTK students occur in these areas. Kurth noted that Vanderbilt
University places signs around campus warning students of such unsafe
places and wondered if the UT police department had thought of doing
something similarly. Yovella noted that drinking exacerbated the crime
problems in the Lake/Terrace area. Burton said the Safety Committee had
made a suggestion about putting up signs similar to the ones at
Vanderbilt, but she wasn't sure if Phil Scheurer was going to act on this
proposal. Kristi Ball praised the department's security surveillance
personnel who would come to your office or office bui 1di ng and ma.ke
----------------------,--,-~--,-----------
suggestions about how to improve safety. Yovella noted that a security
guard had been placed on walking duty in the Lake/Terrace area from 8
p.ln. to 4 a.m. Pam Hindle asked if deparment members underwent training
to better understand how to deal with crisis situations.
Linda Burton announced that it was tirne to fonn a nOOlinating
committee to begin soliciting nominations for next year's chair. Burton
said she would be stepping down as chair. Linda Davidson, P.J. Snodgrass
Clnd Carol Guthrie volunteered to serve on the comrnittee.
Burton noted the article in today's Beacon announcing the three
Chancellor nominees. She said there were to be open forums with the
three candidates and encouraged CFW members to attend them.
A CFW member said she was uncomfortable with the way Yovella
described the phone call fran the female student with the flat tire. She
said she felt it was the responsibility of the trained police officer to
ask questions and investigate such situations to get the full story.
Another CFW member said she felt that more than one dispatcher was
needed. Kurth said there needed to be a separate phone 1i ne fo·r Escort
Van Service. Pam Hindle said she felt the officers needed to undergo
training to learn how to handle crisis situations. Charlene Rice pointed
out that there was a full time training officer whose responsibility it
was to continually train and retrain officers. Ruth Darling said she
felt that since the officers worked with students and were professionals,
they needed to be better trained to deal with situations such as the
student with the falt tire. Btirton suggested the CFW send a letter with
these suggestions to Ed Yovella. Kurth volunteered to draft the letter
on behalf of the CFW. Ball suggested revising student orientation to
include infonnation about Lake and Terrace aven~es. Schriver said safety
information should begin with orientation, but should be ongoing
throughout the year. Schriver suggested asking Jerry Askew to look at
the whole student experience and find ways to continually make safety a
campus priority. The suggestion was nlade that a brochure could be
created which described Escort Van Service. Burton said she would draft
a letter to Askew making these suggestions.
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Minutes of the Commission for Women Meeting
Apri 1 6, 1989
University Center
Room 220
Linda Burton called the meeting to order at 12:05 p.m. and invited
all those attending to introduce themselves.
Linda introduced Lola Dodge and Camille Hazeur who made a
presentation on the Affirmative Action policy at UTK. Dodge spoke first
and discussed the various legal aspects of affinnative action. Equal
E1l1ployment Opportunity, Dodge said, is a passive and ongoing program.
It
is passive because the employer does not make a specifieal ly concerted
effort to hire minorities, veterans and the handicapped. The employer
dOles not pay attention to an individual IS race, gender, age, religion,
national origin, color, handicap or veteran status. Dodge added that
at
this time equal employment opportunity does not cover sexual preferenc
e
but noted that a proposal has been made to Congress to include this
status in equal employment opportunity guidelines. Dodge noted that
because of Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 and Title IX of th
e
1972 Education Amendments to the 1964 act, all employers are required
to
abide by equal employment. Affirmative Action is an active and ongoing
progr~n in which the employer pays attention to an individual IS race,
gender, Vietnam era veteran status, disabled veteran status and handic
ap
status. Under affinnative action, the employer makes special efforts
to
include minorities, females, Vietnam era veterans, disabled veterans and
individuals with handicaps. Affirmative action is required of all
employers who are federal contractors and is voluntary for other
employers. Affinnative Action which results in preferential treatment
is
a limited activity which is ongoing until such time as underutilization
is eliminiated. When this has been achieved, the employer then revert
s
to practicing Equal Employment Opportunity and "conventional
ll Affirmative
Act ion. Dodge added that prefe rent i al treatment Affi rmat ive Act ion i s
based on specific goals and is voluntary for employers who have a
manifest imbalance of employees in racial or gender areas. Finally,
Dodge discussed the terms in specific job consent decree which is a
voluntary agreernent between a plantiff and a defendant in a lawsuit.
Under a consent decree the employer agrees to establish certain hiring
goals and areas. Dodge noted that UTK presently operates under all fo
ur
of these categories. For example, the school has made specific effort
s
to hire minorities and women into certain job schedules in order to
compensate for underutilization. She noted that at UTK there were
minimum goals set which the university worked to achieve and that thes
e
goals were not meant to be interpreted as maximum limits. Dodge provid
ed
a handout which outlined the concepts of Equal Employment Opportunity
and
Affirmative Action, reviewed the laws and executive orders concerning
Equal Employment Opportunity and Affinnative Action, and reviewed the
Tennessee higher education desegregation timeline.
--------------.....,........,_._-----------
Hazeur discussed the difficulties both she and Dodge encounter and the
misunderstandings about affirmative action which she and Dodge try to
remedy. Hazeur noted that the new affinnative action plan was canpleted
and that every unit head on campus would receive a memo discussing the
language of the plan. She noted that departments which have a problem of
underutilization will be advised of this. The aim was not to point
fingers at any departlnent or departments, but to inform those department
heads who make hiring decisions where they fit in the big picture on
campus. Hazeur asked for critiques of the memo. She stressed that the
aim was not to put people on the defensive about what is.a sensitive
subjE~ct, but rather to increase awareness and understandi ng. Maxi ne
Thompson asked whether or not finger pointing might not be a bad idea.
Hazeur said she felt it would put people on the defensive and not take
into account efforts rnade, by departments who nlight have job offers
rejected by minority or female candidates. Dodge noted that Hazeur's
office kept a list of organizations and associatons which could be
utilized by search committees trying to get qualified minority and fetnale
candidates in the pool. Hazeur noted that she and Dodge had expanded
their titles to differentiate between their positions and
responsiblities. Dodge is director of affirmative action compliance and
Hazeur is director of affirmative action programming. Hazeur noted that
they work closely together in trying to address the problem issues of pay
equity, discrimination, and education. Dodge stressed that when trying
to assess the progress of UT it was important to key not on the 1964
Civil Rights Act, but the 1972 amendment which brought colleges and
universities under EEO. Suzanne Kurth asked if changing their titles
might create more confusion. Hazeur noted that the brochure being sent
out by the Affirmative Action office should clarify any
misunderstandings, particularly about sexual harassment and complaint
procedures. Maland asked how the searches for Ininority line, black only
positions was going. Hazeur said she felt good about it and that a
number of offers had been made and accepted. Nina Elliott said that for
1988-89 ten offers had been made, three male and seven female, and that
about half had accepted positions. Hazeur said she planned to send a
draft of the sexual harassment brochure to the CFW and would like members
to make suggestions about how to revise it.
Burton announced that Judy Webster was the applicant for the HERS
pro~~ram.
Burton announced that the nominating committee had solicited two
nominations for CFW chair, Judy Webster and Juli Stewart. She said that
members should be receiving a ·letter and nomination fonn to nominate
other candidates. After the deadline for nominations was closed, ballots
would be mailed to all CFW members.
Burton said the College of Human Ecology was at work on a faculty
maternity leave survey which would be sent to all assistant, associate
and full professors. She said the survey was developed in the Child and
Family Studies Department then sent to the provost's office for
revisions. The survey was now at graphic arts.
----------------_._..,......-'~
Burton announced that on Friday April 14 at 4 p.m. a presentation on
women in the arts and religion in African society would be presented in
the Art and Architecture Building.
Rosa Ernory invited everyone to attend Wellness Week and passed out a
brochure detailing the events for the week.
Wylene Vrba announced a mentoring symposium ·cosponsored by Women in
Hi~~her Education and ACE-NIP. The symposium will be held at Tennessee
State University
Karen Levy announced that there would be a French Film festival the
week of April 17.
Burton said there had been a follow-up meeting on Women's Week and
would like members to make any suggestions for changing or altering a
future program.
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Linda Burton called the meeting to order at 12:40 p.m. and invited
all those attending to introduce themselves.
Burton asked Lynn Blinn to provide an update on the maternity leave
survey. Blinn said there had been more than 400 responses thus far and
noted that both males and females were responding. She said the data had
yet to be analyzed, but a report should be made by the end of summer.
Burton introduced Chancellor Jack Reese who addressed the meeting
and di scussed his past work with the CFW. He noted that when he became
Chancellor in 1973, a thorough analysis on the status of women at UTK had
just been completed. The report set goals for the campus relative to
women' s issues and Reese said that virtually all of them had been
addressed during his tenure. He said he felt it might not be a bad idea
te) undertake another such study. Reese addressed the changes that have
bE~en rnade relative to female salaries and said that annual adjustments
have been made for most of the past sixteen years despite the lack of a
s<ilary increase from the state for three of the 16 years. He felt the
school had done a good job of adjusting the nonexempt categories. He
thanked Anne Hopkins for doing a good job of analyzing salaries this year
and noted that salaries needed to be monitored on an annual basis. He
noted that salary categories did not even exist when he took the job. He
p1raised Ed Bennet for helping to implement the wage and salary program.
Reese discussed the advances that have been made in child care and said
he was pleased with the Cumberland Child Care Center. He said the
facility would continue to operate and hoped to (for budgetary reasons)
move administration of the Center to the College of Human Ecology. He
noted the apprehension among some people, particularly parents, about
whether such a change would alter the mission of the Center. He said he
thought not and that long range child care goals at UTK should be
oriented toward increasing the availability of child care. Reese
foresees that moving the Center under the auspices of the College of
Human Ecology will help to encourage UTK's development of a national
model for training students and providing child care services. Reese
noted that low salaries pose a problem for achieving high quality child
care. Reese stated that in the report on the status of women the issue
of undertaking a women's studies program was begun. He said this had
been accomplished and that UTK had a very respectable women's studies
prograrn. He lauded the willingness of the academic departments to
consider adding appropriate courses to facilitate the development of this
program. Reese noted that there had been some progress made in getting
more women into administrative positions. He added that more progress
~~as needed but felt that an extraordi nary effort had been made over the
past five years to elevate women to higher administrative levels. He
said that with time and experience more and more women will continue to
enter and move up in administration. Reese reminisced about the
resignation of all the CFW members in 1974 and noted how much he had
enjoyed working with the group during his years as Chancellor. Reese
discussed women's athletics and noted that the 1973 report had encouraged
the institution to develop and fund women's athletics at UTK. He said
that every recommendation in the report had been followed. Reese said he
felt that UTK now had one of the five best women's athletics programs in
the country. He noted that funding still continues to be a problem for
women's athletics. Reese said that Joe Johnson and Phil Scheurer are
involved in a study to see whether there should be an amalgamation of
men's and women's revenues so that the women's progr~n could be better
funded. He hoped that the women's program continues to steer clear of
the excessive spending common among men's athletics programs. Suzanne
Kurth thanked Chancellor Reese for having worked with the Commi ss;on for
Women over the years and wished him well. Reese lauded the CFW for its
work and said he felt that the atmosphere in the UTK community towards
women and women's issues had changed during his tenure and felt that the
Commission for Women played a role in affecting this change.
Burton said the balloting for next year's chair was closed today.
She said the results of the election will be mailed next week.

































Nina Elliott called the meeting to order at 2:05 p.m. and invited
all those attending to introduce themselves.
Elliott discussed the responsibilities of the various standing CFW
committees and mentioned her desire to fom an ad hoc Task Force
COlmmittee to investigate the need for a new University Task Force Report
on the Status of Women. Pam Hindle asked what the Task Force Committee
would do. Elliott said she had met with Joseph Trahern and one of the
topics she discussed with him was a report on the status of women.
Elliott suggested that the CFW could fonn an ad hoc committee which would
draft a set of issues to be included in a memo to the Chancellor
rE~questing that UTK fonn a Task Force to update the 1972 Report on the
Status of Women.
Elliott asked if the Safety Committee needed to be continued. Jerry
Askew said the University planned to appoint a campus Safety Committee
this year. However, he added that because of the impetus it has provided
for the campus in the past, the CFW should continue having a Safety
Committee. Lynn Blinn suggested combining the responsibilities of last
year1s ad hoc Maternity Leave Committee with those of the Child Care
Committee.
Askew asked in which committee economic issues would be addressed.
H~~ noted that issues such as promotion and salary did not seem to be
presently addressed by a standing committee. There was discussion of the
various economic and profession~ development issues which the CFW should
address. It was decided to form an Economic and Professional Development
Committee to investigate such issues. P.J. Snodgrass noted that Women's
Week had been successful and said the CFW should plan to hold another one
thi s year.
'---------,,--..---------_._..,.....-'...,.......-
Elliott said the Chancellor and his office were overwhelmed at
pr~~sent and she had not met with Chancellor Quinn yet. Elliott stated
that Quinn had not yet met with any commi ssion chairs. Elliott said she
wanted to set up a time for Quinn and Trahern to address the CFW.
Charlene Rice discussed the need for the CFW to begin investigating
the issue of benefits. Rosa Emory added that health benefits should be
eXlamined. Linda Burton noted that she was a member of the Faculty Senate
Faculty/Staff Benefits Committee and the group would like suggestions on
how and in what ways to address changes in HMO. Burton noted that HMO
costs were going up considerably in January.
Snodgrass asked whether or not there was any interest in the CFW
examining political and legal issues which affect women in general, but
which are not specifically gauged to the UTK campus. Rice said the CFW
should address such issues from an educational perspective, i.e. inform
the UTK community about them. Burton noted that because of recent
Supreme Court decisions the CFW needs to be aware of how Affirmative
Action policies could be affected.
Elliott recapped the discussion pertinent to the various committees.
It was decided to have the following committees during the 1989-90
academic year: Advisory, Programming, Networker Advisory, Safety, Child
Care/Maternity Leave, Economic and Professional Development, and Task
Force. Carol Guthrie agreed to mail out a brief description detailing
the responsibilities and duties of each committee.

































Nina Elliott called the meeting to order at 12:07 p.m. and invited
all those attending to introduce themselves.
Elliott discussed her meeting with Dr. Joseph Trahern. Trahern
advised Elliott to continue with CFW business as usual. Trahern said he
thought that Chancellor Quinn would be glad to meet with the CFW.
Elliott said she plans to meet personally with the Chancellor on a
monthly basis. Elliott also said Trahern seened positive about the idea
of forming a Task Force on Women. He requested that the CFW draft a memo
which will outline the issues and charges for a University Task Force on
Women Committee. Elliott added that this would be the function of the ad
hoc CFW Task Force Committee. Trahern said funding will be continued for
the~ Bryn Mawr/HERS program. Elliott noted that funding for HERS might,
in the future, be transferred to the Affirmative Action budget. Elliott
asked when the group would prefer meeting with the Chancellor. It was
decided to invite him to the October meeting and ask him back later in
the spring. Elliott asked if there were any specific issues members
would like her to raise with the Chancellor. Suzanne Kurth suggested
asking whether or not there would be any changes in Affirmative Action
policy. P.J. Snodgrass noted that faculty members have clearly spelled
out to them the steps and procedures they must take in order to progress
up the career ladder. She suggested that a similar delineation of
procedure needed to be made for administration and staff. Linda Burton
said she would like to know the Chancellor's attitude toward part-time
faculty.
Elliott said the Mobile Mammography Unit will be on campus the weeks
of November 6 and 13. She noted that for insurance reasons it was
prE~ferable to have the Unit visit later in the year.
Elliott asked members to sign up for the various CFW committees.
ShE~ requested that the canmittees meet in the next few weeks and plan
their agenda for the semester.
Elliott asked whether or not the regular monthly meeting time should
be changed. After some discussion, it was decided to leave the meeting
tirne at noon on the first Thursday of each month.
Elliott asked if there were any recommendations of issues or
spE:akers for future CFW meetings. It was suggested that Pat Head Summitt
could come to a meeeting. Charlene Rice suggested that when the Faculty
Sa'lary Study is compiled, John Hemmeter or someone from his office could
come and go over the report.
Suzanne Kurth, said she would like to find a way to get more student
involvement in the CFW. She suggested that the Women1s Coordinating
Council might send a 1; ason to CFW meetings. Jerry Askew said that SGA
milght be willing to fonn an ad hoc committee to examine student womenls
issues for the proposed Task Force. Elliott encouraged everyone to
ask students, who they know that would be interested in the CFW, to sign
up at the SGA office by Friday. Kathleen Lawler suggested asking the wec
to address the CFW. Askew said he thought they would be willing to do
that. Elliott said the CFW perhaps should more closely examine its
relationship with students.
































Nina Elliott called the meeting to order at 12:05 p.m.
Elliott asked for a representative from each subcommittee to report
on the committee's work to date. Carol Guthrie reported that the
NE~tworker Advi sory Committee had met and di scussed vari ous topi cs for
t1Jture lssues. Guthrie announced that the next issue would be out the
week of November 27 and that the deadline for submissions is October 27.
Future issues are pl anned for the first week in February and the week of
April 9. Jerry Askew, the Safety Committee representative, said the
commi ttee wanted to fi nd better techn iq ue s for educat i ng the campus about
safety. Askew said the committee would like to alert the community when
and where assaults occur as a way to educate the public. The suggestion
was made to put up brightly colored announcements reporting assaults.
Askew noted that the canmittee wanted to see UT work closely with the
city and said Elliott had sent a letter to Vice Chancellor Scheurer to
that effect. Askew also said there needed to be more pressure placed
upon private property owners in areas such as Ft. Sanders to upgrade
1ighting and safety.
Caroline Bowers reported that the Programming Committee has
scheduled a Focus on Women Luncheon for October 24 at noon in the Crest
Room. Dr. Dorothy Brown, a physician from Nashville, will discuss the
history of abortion legislation. Bowers also said Women's Week was
scheduled for r~arch 5-9 and events were being pl anned. Bowers noted that
the comrnittee wanted to try and have events allover campus and hoped to
include the theater and music department. Jeannie Sneed reported on the
Economic and Professional Development Committee. Sneed said the
committee was in the process of identifying its goals and mission and
welcomed input. Linda Davidson reported on the Work and Family Issue
Committee and said the committee was planning to undertake a Dual Career
survey and see how other colleges and universities dealt with this issue.
Suzanne Kurth reported on the Task Force Committee. Kurth said the
committee was trying to deterrnine if a systematic study paralleling the
one of the early 1970·5 was necessary. She also noted the committee was
trying to identify the issues and goals a new study would explore.
Elliott introduced Chancellor Quinn and asked all present to
introduce themselves to him. Elliott asked Kurth to provide a brief
summary of the hi story of the Camm; ssion for Women. Kurth noted that as
concerns about the status of women arose in the early 1970's, then
Chancellor Archie Dykes responded by appointing a Task Force on vJomen.
Kurth said the Task Force recommended the formation of a Commission for
vJomen which would serve as a channel of communication between the
Chancellor and the women faculty, staff and students. Since that time,
the CFW has worked on a variety of issues including eliminating sexist
'Ianguage from university publications, opening off-campus rental property
to single students~ implementing a Faculty Salary Study, and supporting a
University Affirmative Action policy. Kurth noted that these were just
SOl~e of the topics on which the CFW has worked. Kurth said she was glad
Chancellor Quinn was visiting and hoped the CFW would continue its good
relationship with the Chancellor.
Quinn addressed the group, recounting his experience with women's
issues at Brown University. He discussed Brown's Committee on the Status
of Women, its Maternity Leave Policy, with respect to faculty, and salary
equity. He noted that Brown utilized the Hay System for evaluating
various job levels for salary equity. He also discussed search committee
procedures and policy. Quinn then fielded questions from the group.
Judy Webster asked whether there would be a reorganization of the
Affirmative Action office and a change in the monitoring of Affirmative
Action procedures. Quinn noted that in the past all searches went
through deans and directors and were reviewed in the Provost's Office.
With the administrative reorganization, it was decided to put more of the
responsibility for reviewing searches back on the deans, with the hopes
of eliminating unneccessary paperwork and making deans more directly
involved. He noted that Camille Hazeur and Lola Dodge would still review
searches for correct procedure.
Lynn Sterling asked what Quinn thought about promotion fran within
the University with regard to exempt and nonexempt staff. Quinn said he
was suprised that UTK was required to do external searches for department
heads and discussed how other universities approach this issue by using
re~volving chairs. Quinn said he saw nothing wrong from promoting within
and that even if searches required external searches, then internal
candidates would be given every consideration. P.J. Snodgrass stated
that in the past the CFW has been involved in some searches and asked
whether the Chancellor thought this was appropriate and would continue.
Kurth noted that usually the CFW's direct involvement in searches had
been at the highest levels and that the CFW was also often times called
upon to suggest appropriate candidates for other searches. Quinn felt
this was appropriate, as well as having non-CFW women on search
committees.
Lynn Blinn asked what the Chancellor's views on institutionally
funded child care were. Quinn said he was somewhat familiar with the
child care facilities at present and said it was a service the University
should provide. He noted his unfamiliarity with the current acceptance
procedure at campus child care facilities. Askew commented that with
administrative reorganization there was a narrowing of opportunity at the
higher levels, hence fewer opportunities for women to rise through the
rlanks. Askew said there had been internship progralns in the past to, try
and assist women and minorities and wondered if such programs would be
made available in the future.
Wylene Vrba asked if the freshmen enrollment had dropped .. Quinn
discussed the drop in enrollment, noting that the higher entrance
requirements and the competition for freshman from local institutions
such as Pellissippi State Community College had probably contributed to
the drop. Quinn said the school had not worked hard' enough on
recruitment, particularly in the western part of Tennessee. He noted the
diverse opportunities UTK offered prospective students as compared with
other state colleges and universities. Sneed commended the Chancellor
for promoting academic excellence at UTK and also wondered whether the
University would try to increase its graduate enrollment. Quinn stated
that graduate students requi red more fi nanci al support than undergraduate
students, either in the form of fellowships, teaching assistantships, or
research assistantships. With assistanships often linked to
undergraduate enrollment, it would be difficult to significantly increase
graduate enrollment given current state funding, added Quinn.
Quinn was asked what kind of commitment the University had to
helping nontenured faculty achieve tenure. Quinn said he would give
individuals every opportunity to prove their worth in research, teaching,
and service to the University. Quinn wants to see every department do a
yearly review of its nontenured faculty·s performance. Sneed noted that
many nontenured faculty had larger work loads than tenured faculty, thus
making it more difficult for them to pursue research and service. Quinn
sa.id he planned to review the workload study done by George Wheeler.
Kurth asked whether Quinn planned to pursue the implementation of
department chai rs versus heads. Qui nn noted that thi s was a pet project
of the Faculty Senate and added he supported the limited service chair
concept. Helen Mays asked if the University planned to provide more
opportunities for women and minorities to move into higher levels of the
administration. Quinn said qualified women and minorities would be given
every consideration for such positions. Quinn stated that his view of
Affirmative Action was that in a pool of candidates, all with more or
le~ss the same qualifications, preference should be given to women and
minorities. Quinn added that he hoped the University was already doing
this and that it would continue this policy.
Patricia McClam asked Quinn to comment on pay inequities, not just
between male and female faculty, but also with respect to new faculty
coming in at higher sal aries than faculty who had worked a number of
years at the University. In answering, Quinn discussed his goal of
utilizing a multi-step process for reviewing salaries which factored in
tenure of service, research, service to the community, and teaching. He
noted the need of the University to be financially competitive if it was
to be academically competitive.
Elliott announced that the mobile mamn~graphy unit would be on
cc~pus November 6-10 and 13-17. Elliott also reminded everyone about the
Focus on Women Luncheon on October 24.
The meeting adjourned at 1:15 p.m.
RE~spect fully submitted,
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Minutes of the Commission for Women Meeting
December 7~ 1989
4th Floor Conference Roam
Andy Holt Tower
Nina Elliott called the meeting to order at 12:00 p.m.
Debby Schriver noted a correction needed to be made in the November
minutes. The correction reads: IIDebby Schriver said she helped compile
a program for orientation that utilized a film on date rape. 1I
Jan ScottBey reported that the Safety Comnlittee had di scussed
ways to make students, faculty and staff more aware of the location of
thE~ emergency blue phones on campus. Thura Mack di stributed a memo which
she had sent to the Safety Committee detailing safety procedures in the
1ibrary. Marsha Myers was on hand to address any questions about 1ibrary
safety. Myers and Mack noted that the Dean of the Library is looking
into ways to make library safety information more available to the
public. Krysty Ball asked what kind of safet,Y problems were most
prE~valent in the library. Myers noted that false fire alanns undercut
thE~ sense of urgency in case of a real fi re. Bal' noted that Murray
Ed~~e, University Risk Manager, had implemented a program to notify
employees about safety and health concerns and added the CFW might be
interested in looking into it. Elliott asked if there were any
suggestions for ways to better advertise safety issues. Linda Davidson
suggested better utilizing the Beacon and Context. Judy Webster asked if
there was any specific incident which had occurred in the library which
sparked the interest of the Safety Committee. Elliott said no, but the
committee was concerned about investigating and publicizing precautionary
measures. Ball asked what library policy was in the event a non-student
or non-employee injured herself or himself at the library. Myers said
th~e incident would be reported to the library personnel office and the
individual would be required to fill out a special form.
Carol Guthrie reported that the Programming Committee was in the
process of organizing activities for Women's Week which will be held the
week of March 5. On Monday evening, Irina Shvetsova McClellan wi 11 speak
in the University Auditorium on "Women Behind the Iron Curtain." Her
presentation is sponsored by the Women's Coordinating Council. On
Tuesday, the "Women in Leadership" Conference is scheduled during the
da.y. Also on Tuesda,Y!l the film "Home of the Brave" by perfonnance artist
Laurie Anderson will be shown in the UC Auditorium. Afterward, Chris
Holmlund will lead a discussion of the film. The UT Medical Center's
Women's Health Services is planning a program for early Tuesday evening.
The Women's Fair will be held on Wednesday and a Chancellor's reception
is tentatively planned for Wednesday afternoon. On Thursday, there will
be: a Spotlight on Women's Research from 11:00 to 1:00. Martha Lee
Osborne said the Women's Studies Program would hold its open house during
Women's Week. Elliott stressed the need for CFW members to volunteer in
the organizaton and implementation of Women's Week activities,
particularly the Fair. Caroline Bowers stated she had talked with Pat
Calrter about scheduling a music program for the week. Faye Julian
suggested Bowers talk with members of SAl, the women's music fraternity.
Lynn Sterling reported for the Economic and Professional Development
Committee. She read a list of study questions which the committee is
currently exploring. They are: 1) How do salaries of secretarial
(predominantly filled by women) and skilled crafts (predominantly filled
by men) employees compare? 2) What is the mobility between exempt and
nonexempt positions? 3) At what rate do promotions from faculty to
adlministrative positions occur? Is the rate different for males and
females? 4) Are there differential work loads among faculty at different
rank and between male and female faculty? 5) Is there a difference
between male and female faculty in tenure achievement, length of time to
obtain tenure, and departmental resources such as teaching assistants?
6) What is the policy for maternity leave for different job categories?
7) Is there a difference in salary for different job categories? Is
there a difference in salary for male and female fauclty at various
pr'ofessorial ranks? Sterling said the committee woul d be meeting next in
Ja.nuary if anyone had any suggestions or comments for its members.
Lynn Blinn reported for the Work and Family Issues Comrnittee. She
salid that Jamie Elledge, a student interested in expanding child care
facilities to meet student needs, had addressed the committee at its last
me!et i n9.
Suzanne Kurth reported for the Task Force Committee. She
distributed a d,raft of ideas and issues the committee feels a new
University Task Force Committee should investigate. Elliott asked that
suggestions and comments pertaining to the draft and the committee be
forwarded to her at 401 Student Servi ces Sui 1di ng by the end of December
SC) the committee can discuss them at its January meeting.
Elliott said that between now and the next CFW meeting on January
11th, she would like to touch base with each subcommittee and have its
mE~mbers establi sh concrete goals which can be completed by the end of the
academic year and which will make a contribution to the university.
Elliott introduced Judy Webster who spoke about the HERS Institute
summer program at Bryn Mawr. Webster is the fourth UT employee to attend
the program. Webster wanted to attend the progran personally to learn,
but al so to see how acadadernically rigorous the program was given that
Wlebster was CFW chair when the commi ssion began sponsoring candidates in
1986. Webster said the program met, if not exceeded, her expectations.
She noted that the prograrn was four weeks in-residence and included 75
students drawn from an applicant pool of 105. Webster also noted the
faculty was drawn from institutions and businesses throughout the
country. Webster added that applicants needed to be in a management/
supervi sory position in order to fully appreci ate the total experience.
The program was very demanding, with class work lasting sometimes from
8:30 a.m. to 9 p.m. The curriculum is organized around four areas:
a,cademic environment; academic governance; institutional environment; and
personal development. Webster focused her discussion mainly on the
personal development aspect of the program, noting the HERS organizers
believe a person cannot fully develop professionally without
self-knowledge. Participants were required to create a career map
detailing there go~s and aspirations. Each student met with a career
·------ 1 .,__.....-_
counselor to discuss the career map. Webster said each student took a
Myers-Briggs Personality Test so individuals could be made aware of their
personal i ty types and understand how they mi ght affect thei r managernent
styles. Students made a videotaped five minute speech which was
critiqued by public relations professionals. Webster noted there was
also a section on resume writing. Webster said the classes pertaining to
academic environment focused on issues pertaining to universities
throughout the country. Webster said there was instruction on how to
read and understand a university budget. Webster recommended that those
who had never taken the Myers-Briggs Test might find it beneficial. Ball
asked whether there was some way to condense some of the information fram
thle program and implement it in some type of mini-program on campus.
Webster said some of it could be replicated although the quality and
diversity of the faculty would be hard to duplicate. Webster also
wondered whether HERS had a copyright on the fonnat of the progran.
Webster said the suggestion could be explored with Cynthia Secor the HERS
Director.
Elliott said the unfinished business would be addressed at the
January 11th meeting. The meeting adjourned at 1:05 p.m.
Respectfully submitted,
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Minutes of the Commission for Women Meeting
January 11,1990
4th Floor Conference Roam
Andy Holt Tower
Nina Elliott called the meeting to order at 12:05 p.m. and asked all
present to introduce themselves. There were no corrections to the
December minutes.
Camille Hazeur and Lola Dodge provided an update on Affirmative
Action at UTK. Dodge noted that two major changes had occurred since she
and Hazeur had last addressed the CFW. First, the Affinnative Action
search procedure guidelines had been changed. Instead of searches being
sent from department heads and deans to the Affirmative Action office and
then to the vice-provost, search approval now terminates at the
Affi rmat ive Act ion office. Dodge commended campus search commi ttees for
continuing to aggressively pursue diverse search pools. Dodge also said
thle deans and department heads had been supportive of the change.
Second, the U.S. Department of Labor, Office of Federal Contract
COlnpl i ance Program gave a letter of compl i ance to UTK. Dodge noted that
thousands of transactions were reviewed and that it was very important
that the university received this letter. Linda Davidson reasserted how
important the compliance letter was to the university because of the
millions of dollars in federal monies UTK receives yearly. If UTK had
not received the compliance, then federal aid could have been lost.
Dodge added that the search committees, deans, vice-chancellors, and
department heads should be commended because of their willingness to work
with the new procedure and make sure searches were in compliance with all
regulations. Jerry Askew asked how successful UTK had been in filling
positions that were deficient in minorities and women. Dodge said her
office was still finalizing the data but noted that the university had
been successful in eliminating deficiencies of women and minorities in
some formerly problem areas. Ruth Darling thanked Hazeur and Dodge for
doing a good job and being helpful to search committees. Askew commended
them for changing the procedure and meeting with committees before
searches got under way.
Linda Burton discussed the various insurance options available to
university employees. Burton noted "the two options available to UTK
employees, the Health Maintenance Organization(HMO) and Blue Cross/Blue
Shield. Employees have open enrollment from October 1 to November 15 to
dE~c;de which program they join. After November 15 employees are locked
in for the year. Among the insurance options available during Open
Enrollment are: 1) Group Health Insurance, 2) Dental Insurance,
3) Optional Life Insurance, 4) Optional Special Accident, and
5) Disability (for which employees can sign up any time). Burton noted
the rapid increase in insurance costs over the last few years and
discussed the nature of the UTK insurance plan. As a state developed
plan, the HMO and Blue Cross/Blue Shield merely administer the state
d,=signed plan. Burton noted that there is a State Insurance Comrnittee
and that Dr. William Dotterweich, professor in Finance, is the Higher
Education Representative. Burton added that the Faculty Senate's
Faculty/Staff Fringe Benefits Committee examines insurance issues on
campus. Burton said the reason Blue Cross/Blue Shield was the only firm
to bid on the state's plan is because of the cost involved. Burton added
that Blue Cross loses approximately eight million dollars annually for
administering the Tennessee insurance plan and thus is one of a few
companies which handle the Tennessee plan. Burton next discussed the
various kinds of insurance available to UTK employees, explaining the
costs and benefits of each. Burton examined premiums, benefits,
deductibles~ term life insurance, group health insurance, and optional
life insurance programs. Burton also distributed the newly revised
IIProfile of Group Insurance Prograrn ll for The University of Tennessee.
Bur'ton said that if anyone had quest ions concerni ng insurance they caul d
talk to Betty Henry in the PerSonnel Office. Burton added that Jean
Samlpson was the Personne1 Offi ce' s ret i rement expert and woul d do
estimates and projections for employees interested in beginning
retirement plans. Burton said the Personnel Office was offering a Life
Planning Seminar on February 21 and 22. The first day of the seminar
will be devoted to retirment and the second to retirement finances.
Interested persons should contact the Personnel Office to register.
Spouses are invited as well. Burton added that employees can come to the
Personnel Office to talk about benefits. Burton also noted that her
office was planning some brown bag luncheons to examine benefits and
insurance issues.
Lynn Sterl i ng repo rt ed that the Econani c and Profe ssian al
Development Committee had met and were planning to focus its efforts on
sal ary and pas it ion eq ui ty and compensat ion.
Lynn Blinn reported that the Child Care/Maternity Leave Committee
had developed a fourteen page draft on the maternity leave policy. Blinn
asked commission members to read it and offer suggestions and
recommendations by the next CFW meeting. Guthrie said she would mail out
copies to all CFW members.
Sterling distributed some safety information fram UT Chattanooga
which Krysty Bal' had provided.
Elliott asked for comments and feedack about the Status on Women
Report drafted by Suzanne Kurth. The deadline for comments is January
19th.
Caroline Bowers of the Programming Committee gave an update on the
activities being planned for Women's Week. Carol Guthrie added that the
Residence Hal 1 Associ ation has volunteered to hold a progran during
Women's Week. Nina Elliott asked for volunteers to assist the
Programming Committee in organinzing Women's Week, particularly the
Health Fair scheduled for Wednesday, March 7.
Bowers said that the Tennessee Bicentennial Celebration was in the
planning stage and suggested that the CFW might be interested in
participating. Bowers said the state celebration is planned for October
3, 1991. She noted that UT as a whole was participating and wondered if
the CFW was interested in being a part of the UTK plans. Bowers asked
for feedback from CFW members about if and how the CFW could participate.
Bowers also said that the anniversary of the ratification of the 19th
amendment which gave women the right to vote was August, 1990. She
proposed that the CFW or some of its members might be interested in
participating in the celebration of this anniversay~ noting that
Tennessee was the deciding state for ratification. Connie Lester added
that the Tennessee Historical Society was planning a conference focusing
on Susan B. Anthony. Bowers asked for feedback from members on these two
proposals.
Martha Lee Osborne announced that the Knoxville Museum of Art
currently has an exhibit focusing on women artists. Osborne also
announced that the Women I s Studi es bui 1di ng woul d be un ab le to keep
regular hours this semester due to staff cutbacks.
Elliott said she had met with Dr. Joseph Trahern and there was still
no definite word on whether the chancellor would be able to host a
reception during Women'sWeek and/or sponsor a candidate to the HERS
Summer Institute Program.
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Minutes of the Commission for Women Meeting
February 1, 1990
4th Floor Conference Room
Andy Holt Tower
Nina Elliott called the meeting to order at 12:05 p.m. and asked all
present to introduce themselves. The January minutes were approved with
one correction. Sara Philips should be listed as a guest, not a CFW
member.
The Safety Committee has not met recently, but is scheduling a
meeting to discuss Thura Mack1s letter to CFW members about library
safety. Jerry Askew discussed the use of the safety van.
The Economic and Professional Development Committee has not met
since the January CFW meeting, but is planning to meet again in a week or
two.
Suzanne Kurth di scussed the Task Force Report draft.' Kurth asked
if some discussion of elderly care should be included in the report,
noting elderly care, li,ke child care, is largely a women's issue. Linda
Burton noted that the Personnel Office is setting up an elder care
referral service. Kurth asked whether or not any mention should be made
in the report that UT sororities do not have houses while fraternities
do. Kurth noted that many of the sororities do not want houses. Kurth
added that many sororities had space set aside in Massey Hall. Charlene
Rice stated that it was a conscious choice by sororities, not to have
housing and was not a question of inequality between sororities and
fraternities. It was decided by a unanimous vote to remove mention of
sorority housing from the Task Force Report. Kurth also addressed the
issue of the IILittle Sister ll Prograns among fraternities. After some
discussion it was decided to take up this issue separately.
Lynn Blinn, a member of the Chil d Care/Maternity Leave Commi ttee,
discussed the results of the Maternity Leave Survey conducted by her and
Catherine Ryan, a doctoral student in Child and Family Studies. Surveys
were mailed out to 1,244 faculty members, 398 female and 846 male. Of
those, the're were 434 responses, 125 female (31%) and 309 male (37%).
Blinn discussed the statistical makeup of the respondants and reviewed
the quantitative results of the survey. Catherine Ryan then discussed
the qualitative responses to open-ended questions found on the survey.
Ryan noted that pregnancy itself was not perceived to be a problem, i.e.
did not adversely impact on teaching or research. Some respondants noted
that students seemed nurturing or more attentive to them because of their
pregnancy. Most faculty do not take leave, but teach right up to
delivery. The most notable change, Ryan and Blinn noted, occurs
following the birth of the child. Some respondants noted it was
burdensome to have to cover classes for new parents. Young parents said
their research often suffered because of the restraints put on their
schedules by new chil dren. As for the UT maternity leave policy, there
was a mixed response. Some respondants wanted a more uniform maternity
leave policy. The survey seemed to indicate the desire for a mixed
maternity leave policy, i.e. a well-considered but flexible blueprint.
Blinn noted that her study was similar to a study conducted at the
Nina Ell i at t
Linda Burton
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University of Arizona. Blinn discussed the concern of some female
respondants with "stopping the tenure clock ll following pregnancy and
birth. Male respondants, on the other hand, seaned to feel as if
parenting should not interfere with tenure criteria. Elliott noted that
the tenure clock can be stopped at UT for such things as a leave of
absence. Askew noted that the issue is not to lower tenure standards,
but allow extra time for faculty members faced with unusual outside
burdens, such as parenting. Blinn noted that the purpose of the survey
was not to detennine policy, but to assess attitudes and opinions among
UTK faculty as to pregnancy, maternity leave, and young parenting, and
the impact these have on job perfonnance. Kathleen Lawler noted that
these issues, pregnancy and parenting, need to be viewed as cultural
issues. Raising children is a significant issue, and we as a society,
and the university in particular, need to be cognizant of that when
exploring various maternity leave policy options. Askew added that a
sound, flexible maternity leave policy was one way the university could
ensure retention of quality men and women on its faculty and staff. In
summarizing the survey Blinn noted:
1. Females are more su.pportive of paternity leave than males.
2. Male faculty will cover for females on leave for a short time
(although they view it as a burden).
3. Faculty are unclear about the desired specificity of a campus
maternity leave policy.
4. Teaching does not suffer as a result of pregnancy and parenting, but
research does.
5. Parenting is more stressful than pregnancy.
6. Women either rearrange their schedules, give birth in the summer, or
take a ·leave without pay during pregnancy.
7. Pregnancy hurts the ability to achieve tenure, but pregnancy should
not influence t·he criteria upon which faculty receive tenure.
Elliott suggested the maternity leave survey discussion be continued at
the March 1 CFW meeting.
Linda Burton announced there would be Career Planning Workshops on
March 30 and April 5. For more information contact her office.






















Nina Elliott called the meeting to order at 11:35 p.m.
Elliott introduced Dhyana Ziegler, chair of the Commission for
Blacks who discussed the survey being done by a CFB member. The survey,
which was taken among the Commission for Women Members, asked about the
creation of a Civil Rights Commission. Ziegler explained that the survey
had been initiated without being discussed among the full CFB membership.
It grew out of a CFB subcommittee charged with examining recommendation
number 22 from the Task Force Report on Race Relations done from 1987-88.
She noted that Chancellor Quinn had asked the CFB to reevaluate the
entirety of the" Report. Ziegler added that she was unaware that the CFW
had been singled out for the survey and apologized for any
misunderstanding that may have arisen as a result of the survey. Ziegler
noted that the issue of creating a Civil Rights Commission was something
which the CFB has not even examined. Anne Hopkins asked what was the
idea behind the initial proposal of the Task Force to create a Civil
Rights Commission. Did the creation of a Civil Rights Commission imply
the merging of the CFW, CFB and Committee on Adaptive Living. Ziegler
noted that the graduate student undertaking the phone survey did not
always make clear the intent of the survey. Ruth Darling asked what the
CFW felt about the proposal to create a Civil Rights Commission. She
wondered if such a commission could adequately address the concerns of
all three minority groups. Charlene Rice said merging the organizations
would dilute the voice of all three. Ziegler noted that a recommendation
to create a Civil Rights Commission may actually be a moot issue because
it might never get beyond the subcommittee phase.
Elliott encourage CFW members to meet among their subcommittee and
draft goals for the remainder of the year.






















Minutes of the Commission for Women Meeting
March 1, 1990
4th Floor Conference Roam
Andry Holt Tower
Carol Guthrie called the meeting to order at 12:10 p.m. and asked
all those attending to introduce themselves. Guthrie noted that Nina
Elliott was unable to attend the meeting due to illness.
Guthrie discussed the plans for Women1s Week and encouraged CFW
members to attend as many of the functions as possible.
Suzanne Kurth noted that her final draft of the Task Force Report
had been sent to Elliott. Guthrie added that Elliott was forwarding the
report to Camille Hazeur and Lola Dodge for their recommendations.
Lynn Blinn continued her report, begun at the February CFW meeting,
on the results of the Maternity Leave Survey. She discussed a similar
study at the University of Arizona and their proposal to draft an overall
uniform maternity leave policy. She noted the lack of guidelines and
procedure at UTK. She noted there was nothing in writing about extendi ng
tenure in case of maternity leave, but added that it was done informally.
She discussed the provisions of the Arizona policy relative to work load,
time out leave, and sharing teaching loads. Blinn read from the UT
Facul ty Handbook: "Leave fO,r pregn ancy, mi sc arri age, abort ion,
childbi rth, and recovery therefrom are treated in the same manner as
other temporary disabilities for insurance and leave purposes. A person
returning from maternity leave is entitled to the same position or a
similar position at the same level of pay fran which she left. II Askew
said the passage implies that faculty can accure sick leave and annual
leave. Blinn noted that 9 month faculty don't have sick and annual
leave. She noted that decisions about short term leave were left to the
department head. Long tenn leave is taken without pay. Kurth noted that
the policy about 9th faculty leave was decided upon by a faculty vote.
Krysty Ball asked why there was a distinction between 9 and 12 month
faculty. Blinn said 9 month faculty had set holidays, but noted there
wasn't much difference between the two in terms of written policy. Ruth
Darling, a member of the Economic and Professional Development Committee,
noted that in the committee's discussion of exempt and nonexempt staff,
members felt it best to pick one or two issues and not overload the
Chancellor with too many recommendations. Darling suggested the Child
Care/Maternity Leave Committee draft something simple, for example,
report the results of the survey. Stress the lack of specificity in the
existing maternity leave policy. Askew suggested the committee draw up
guidelines or suggestions which set forth concrete proposals. Blinn
noted that was one reason she drew comparisons with the Arizona plan.
Ball suggested drawing comparisons between other universities maternity
leave policies, particularly universities similar to UTK. It was
sugges.ted that in addition to taking any proposals or reports to to
Chancellor Quinn, the CFW should also send information and proposals to
the Faculty Senate for discussion and action. Kurth noted that the
informal procedure of halting the tenure clock in special cases should be
written down so that women are aware of it. Kurth added~ though, that
the issue of stopping the tenure clock is potenti~ly a murky one. She
also suggested the committee examine the AAUP guidelines on tenure and
see what Committee Wof the AAUP says about maternity leave and tenure.
Catherine Ryan suggested that it might be best to draft a broad family
leavy policy. Darling suggested finding out what had historically been
done in cases where the tenure clock was extended. It was decided that
the Child Care/Maternity Leave Committee should write up a final report
on the survey results and draft a set of recommendations which the CFW at
large can then discuss. Then any proposals could be forwarded to the
Faculty Senate and Chancellor.
Blinn said students had asked her whether or not campus graffiti
about the number of rapes on campus was true. It was noted that the
numbers were inaccurate for the UTK campus, but that information about
Ft. Sanders was not available. Kurth noted that a victimization study
was being done at the University of Illinois about sexual assault. Kurth
felt this was something the CFW might want to explore in the future.
Ruth Darli ng announced that Jane Curry waul d be perfonni ng on
Thursday, March 1, at 7:30 in the Hodges Library.























Following the luncheon, Nina Elliott called the meeting to order at
12:30 p.m. Elliott introduced Chancellor John Quinn who addressed the
group and fiel ded questions.
Elliott announced that today was the last day to turn in ballots for
the election of the 1990-91 CFW chair.
It was moved and seconded that the byl aws be amended to read: IICFW
membership shall include a designated representative from the Women's
Studies Committee. 1I





Minutes of the Commission for Women Meeting
September 13, 1990
4th Floor Conference Roam
Andy Holt Tower
Nina Elliott called the meeting to order at 12:05 p.m. and asked all
those attending to introduce themselves.
Elliott -noted that the membership of the Comm-i ssion for Women was
smaller this year than in the past. Given that the CFW will start work
this fallon the Status on Women Report, Elliott felt it was not a good
time to add a large number of new members. After a discussion with
Camille Hazeur and Lola Dodge about the CFW membership, it was decided a
smaller, more experienced group would be more effective.
Elliott discussed the NetwQrker and asked whether or not the CFW
should review the policies and procedures for its production. She noted
that the number of issues of the Networker might have to be reduced this
year because of budget cuts. She suggested the creation of an editorial
board to help assist the Networker editor in compiling and reviewing
information for inclusion in the newsletter. Elliott stated that Dr.
Cheryl Travis had written her, Carol Guthrie and the members of the
Woments Studies committee a letter criticizing two summer 1990 Networker
articles as being sexist. Dhyana Ziegler and Kathleen Bennett suggested
giving Dr. Travis an opportunity to respond to the articles in the next
issue of the Networker. Jerry Askew felt the critici sm t S Dr. Travi s
raised in her letter might be valid but questioned the direction of
criticism's toward Carol Guthrie, the Networker editor. Kathleen Bennett
suggested selecting topics and presentlng opposing views. Ziegler
suggested reviewing the defined objectives of the Networker. Elliott
commended Guthrie for doing an excellent job as Networker editor and
added that creating an editorial board would not only help Guthrie in
creating the Networker, but would also insure that a wider variety of
opinions and points of view would be addressed. Martha Lee Osborne added
that such a'board could help iron out difficulties in scheduling the
times at which the Networker ;s released. Askew suggested using the
MacIntosh desk top publisher in his office. Bennett added that the Media
Center ;n the College of Education also has MacIntosh systans and would
assist in setting up the newsletter. Elliott asked those who might be
interested in serving on an editorial board and reviewing the mission of
the Networker to talk to Carol Guthrie.
Nina Elliott stated that Susie Waters was now a work study student
with the CFW. Elliott said both Susie and Carol Guthrie are at the CFW
office various times throughout the week. Elliott encouraged CFW members
to call upon Waters and Guthrie to assist them by typing correspondence,
scheduling committee meetings, keeping coomittee meeting minutes and

















Elliott discussed the creation of subcommittees to work on the
Status on Women Report. Elliott noted that she wanted to keep the number
of committees small so that members would not have to serve on more than
one committee. Elliott suggested these committee breakdowns:
Administrative and Exempt Staff Concerns; Salary and Faculty Concerns;
Support/Nonexempt Staff Concerns; Safety and Sexual Harrassment; Women's
Studies and the Women's Center; Athletics, Awards, Extracurricular
Activities, and Student Issues; Child and Parental Care; and Reentry
Students and Miscellaneous Topics. Noting the general confusion on
campus about the difference between Womenls Studies and the Women's
Center, Jerry Askew suggested it might be better to separate these two
issues. Maureen Nikolas and Karen Griffin agreed. Lynn Blinn asked
whether or not salary issues would be dealt with by the Administrative/
Exempt Staff and the Support/Nonexempt Staff committees. Elliott said
yes, noting that each group had different salary concerns. There was
some discussion of whether or not "the issue of reentry students needed to
be dealt with separately.
After some discussion, it was decided to create four major
committees: Administrative and Exempt Staff Issues; Faculty Issues;
Support/Nonexempt Staff Issues; and Student Issues. The needs of the
Women1s Center will be examined by the Student Issues committee and
Wonlen l s Studies wil,l fall under the purview of the Faculty ccmmittee.
Debby Schriver said she felt child care issues were important enough to
warrant the creation of a separate Chil d Care/Paternal Care cOOlmi ttee.
It was decided to create such a committee. In addition, there will be a
Safety and Sexual Harrassment Committee. There was some discussion about
how to deal with the issue of maternity leave. Lynn Sterling suggested
it be deal t wi th by the Chil d Care COOlin; ttee. Martha Lee Osborne and
Lynn Blinn noted that since maternity leave policy differs between
faculty and staff, it might be better dealt with by the Administrative,
Faculty and Nonexempt Staff committees. It was decided that a
representative of the three employee committees would meet separately
(and/or with the Child Care committee) to discuss maternity leave.
Blinn asked what was the projected canpletion date for the report.
Elliott said a year, but no more than two years. Askew suggested
planning for completion of the report by the end of the 1990-91 academic
year so that the committees would have a target deadline. Everyone
agreed to Askew's suggestion. Elliott asked everyone to sign up for a
X$J committee after the meeting so that the committees could meet prior to
~~ the October 4th CFW meeting. Elliott noted that there will be fewer
Y;:f' regular CFW meetings during the year since the majority of CFW work will
.,,'\!~ be done by the Statu3_Jie.pJLLL."~~mittees .
•~\~\J V Pam Hindle anvr-Jeannie Sneed noted that data requests they had made
\~ ·.. __\\:-~~led. I::01a Dodge asked that each subcOTlmittee
~'i, J(;t:J ide0tify a chair a~ soon as P?ssible ~o th~t she, C~mill~ Hazeur and Nina
\'.'jJ\J ~\./ "'"'.~, Elllott can meet "~lth the chalrs and ldentlfy ways In WhlCh the
)\ ,,jN
V Affirmative Action office can assist the CF~ committees in ~rafting the
~;\ report. In reference to data requests and ~ln response to Hlndle and
'~A\ Sneed's comment, Dodge noted that those requests had been put on hold for
'oJ two reasons: 1) because it was decided to wait until the subcanmittees
were formed, and 2) because one of the requests was too broad in scope.
Dodge added that in meeting with the subcommittee chairs she will outline
ways to request data so that the instituti'on will be best able to
respond.
Elliott encouraged the subcanmittee members to meet before the
October 4th CFW meeting. She also said if anyone needs a copy of the CFW
report to contact the CFW office at 974-4739.























Karen Gr; ffi n
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COMMISSION FOR WOMEN AGENDA
October 4, 1990
Call to Order









Other business and announcements
Adjourrunent
Minutes of the Commission for Women Meeting
October 4, 1990
4th Floor Conference Room
Andy Holt Tower
Nina Elliott called the meeting to order at 12:08 p.m. and asked all
those attending to introduce themselves. It was noted that Kathleen
Bennett has changed her naTle to Kathleen deMarrais.
Elliott asked if there were any corrections to the September
minutes. Carol Guthrie noted that a sentence needed to be changed. The
correction reads: tlpam Hindle and Kathleen deMarrais noted that data
requests they had made last year had not been filled. 1I It should also be
noted that Martha Lee Osborne attended the September 5 meeting.
Elliott noted that the CFW would once again be co-sponsoring a visit
by the Mobile Mammography unit. The tentative dates for the visit are
November 5-9. Elliott said that Mickey Bilbrey of the UT Medical Center
had drafted a letter announcing the visit and explaining the insurance
policy relative to mammography. The letter will be sent to female
employees in their September and October paychecks.
Elliott announced that the Commission for Blacks was continuing to
work on monitoring the recommendations outlined in the report of the Task
Force on Race Relations. Elliott said that the CFB will submit their
report to Chancellor Quinn early next semester.
Elliott asked that all subcanmittees postpone making any requests
until after Monday, October 8, because a letter is being sent to all
deans, directors and department heads encouraging them to assist the CFW
as it works on the report. Elliott also reminded everyone of the
assistance that the CFW office can provide the various subcanmittees,
e.g. typing, sending out information, scheduling rooms for meetings, etc.
Linda Burton asked whether it was feasible for the subcommittees to do
surveys. Ell'iott noted that several committees were planning to do
. 'questionnaires and noted that. we may be able to pay a consultant to help
us with the design of the questionnaires. Money to cover this would come
fran our budget and if additional financial assistance is needed, both
Camille Hazeur and Lee Magid have agreed to help us with the cost. Lynn
Sterling asked whether it would be useful to examine the 1972 Task Force
on Women report. Elliott said a copy of it would be Inade available for
check out at the Women's Studies building. Linda Burton discussed the
recent Board of Regents studies and suggested it might be a useful
document for CFW members to examine. Elliott also said she would provide
the committees with a listing of UT's peer institutions in case they
wanted to contact any of them.
Linda Burton gave an update of the calilpus-wide Safety Comm; ttee,
br"iefly discussing the background of its forJnation and the work of the
Safety Task force Y/hich resulted in the creJtion of the cOOlmittee. She
discussed some of the topics the committee was currently investigating,
such as posting alerts to notify the public about areas where crime
occurs. Burton noted that the Residence Hall Association had developed a
safety prograrn, and that peep holes had been installed in rnany of the
campus donn room doors. Burton said (nore blue lights had been installed
around campus and that monitors had been installed in dorm lobbies.
Burton added that the SGA had done a lighting survey recently and said
lighting around the Jessie Harris Building had been upgraded. Burton
also discussed the safety awareness strategies the cornmittee was
examining, stating that the committee was considering doing a brochure or
some other type of publication. Other safety changes Burton mentioned
include: the implementation of a date rape progranl during summer
orientation; the shifting of the escort van service back to a regularly
scheduled route; the addition of escort van service to married student
housing; improved lighting at married student housing; and, UT police
linkage with the 911 line for phones on or near carnpus. Burton said the
next Safety and Sexual Harras~nent committee meeting would be on October
9 from 2-3 in the Alumni Hall Training Center.
Karen Griffin provided an update on the student canmittee, noting
that members were investigating what information is already available on
such topics as student health services, campus, the Beacon, and student
data analysis. The committee is collecting this information in order to
help identify what issues it wants to address. Margot Eyring noted that
the committee had decided to formulate two-three sample groups of
students to discuss various issues with them.
Kathleen deMarrais provided an update on the faculty committee,
noting that the committee was trying to decide what kind of information
it wanted to collect. The committee plans to examine old faculty salary
studies, workload differences between men and wornen, the average number
of full, associate, and assistant men vs. women, and aspects of salary
differential. DeMarrais said she hoped to find ways to incorporate
qualitative research not easily garnered from a survey.
Caroline Bowers provided an update on the staff support/nonexempt
committee, stating that the members of the committee wanted to look at
the 1972 report. Bowers said the committee hoped to examine the
definition of clerical and technical positions, particularly since many
of the comlnittee members are unfaJniliars with the crafts and technical
. 'positions, Among the issues .he committee plans to explore: job
reclassification, advancanent, job security, and salary. Bowers also
said the committee wanted to meet with someone from Personal to provide
infonnation about job categories and methods for voicing grievances,
Carol Guthrie reported on the exempt staff/administrative committe.
Among the issues the committee plans to examine are: job titles,
opportunities for advancement, where and how many women are in what rank;
professional development opportunities, salary, and parttime staff.
Guthrie added that the committee was wondering if anyone would be
studying the use of sexist language on carnpus. Linda Burton suggested
that the faculty committee might also want to investigate parttinle
faculty issues. Kathleen deMarrais and Martha Lee Osborne said that
sexist language needed to be explored.
Elliott announced that Women in Higher Education in Tennessee was
holding a conference at Austin Peay University on October 4 and 5. Susie
Waters passed at WHET membership application brochures.
Elliott said the committees need to identify a representative (or
representatives) to serve on the Child Care/Maternity Leave/Family Leave
committee. Elliott also encouraged members to contact her and discuss
whether or not the commission wanted to sponsor Women's Week this year.
Linda Burton announced that the Women in Leadership Conference is in
the process of being planned and invited suggestions for progr~ns and
speakers. Burton also announced that there would be a Management
Leadership Workshop on November 7,8, and 9.
The meeting adjourned at 1:10 p.m.
Respectfully submitted,
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